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Hutchens
Now YOU'RE COOKING
denies try MURRAYAN RUNS CAR ON USED COOKING OIL
to suppress
evidence
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
District Court Judge Randy Hutchens denied a
motion to suppress evidence related to the arrest of a
Murray Middle School teacher on alleged drug
charges.
In a written decision, Hutchens denied Ann
Greenfield and her attorney Mark
Blankenship's request to suppress
the discovery of a small amount of
marijuana and a pipe reportedly
found in Greenfield's purse following her Feb. 22 arrest by Kentucky
State Police.
During the suppression hearing
May 17, Blankenship argued that
police should have obtained a
search warrant before searching her
Greenfield
vehicle and that they had plenty of
time to do so. A second basis for the motion concerned whether or not state police had probable
cause to stop Greenfield in the first place.
Ava Walker, assistant county attorney, argued
that the search of an arrested suspect's vehicle was legal, according
to preceding court decisions.
In his decision this week,
Hutchens said there was no basis
for police to have obtained a search
warrant subsequent to the arrest.
"Despite the protests of defense
counsel, there is simply no constitutional requirement for exigent
Hutchens
(demanding) circumstances under
the facts of this case," Hutchens
said. -Therefore, the motion for suppression for lack
of a search warrant is denied."
Hutchens also denied suppression under
Blankenship's second argument saying the court
found probable cause during a preliminary hearing
for a charge of conspiracy for trafficking marijuana
within 1.000 yards of a school.
-There was no new evidence presented at the suppression hearing that would change the factual basis
of that charge. Therefore, the trooper had a good
faith factual basis for believing that he had probable
cause for the arrest," Hutchens said.
Hutchens also pointed out that a Calloway
County grand jury's decision not to indict Greenfield
on the conspiracy to traffic charge was not relevant
to the issue of probable cause for Greenfield's arrest.
Greenfield, 34, was arrested after exchanging
text messages. allegedly requesting to purchase marijuana. with someone she didn't know was KSP
Trooper Trevor Pervine.
Although she met with Pervine. Greenfield did
not purchase any drugs. She immediately left the
scene, but was stopped by Pervine and other state
police officers a short time later. Police allegedly
found the small amount of marijuana and the pipe in
her purse during a search of her car.
She was subsequently indicted for possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia —
body misdemeanors — on March 26. She was later
charged with making a false statement to a grand
jury concerning the charges.
Blankenship could not be contacted for comment
this morning.
Greenfield has been scheduled for a pretrial hearing at 9 a.m. Tuesday in Calloway District Court.
Meanwhile, a decision from a Kentucky
Department of Education tribunal concerning
Greenfield's efforts to retain her job with the Murray
Independent Board of Education is pending and
should Ise announced soon. The hearing took place
last week, however the tribunal has five days to issue
a decision in the case, according ot Tina Drury. a
spokeswoman for the department's Legal.
Legislative and Communications Services.
Greenfield is seeking to keep her job as a physical education teacher at MMS. Murray Independent
Schools Superintendent Bob Rogers began employment termination proceedings shortly after
Greenfield was charged. She is protesting the termination.
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Fletcher
to call
special
session

free of charge from restaurants willing to give it away.
He has already paid off the cost of the fuel converter
installation and expects to have the car paid for from savings on buying diesel at the pump within two years.
Rogozinski, a senior research associate for Estron
Chemical Inc. and an adjunct professor of chemistry at
Murray State University, paid $1,000 to purchase the kit
and have it installed after researching the technology and
finding companies that sell the equipment over the
Internet. He purchased his kit online at
www.greasecarcom.; the Web site for Greasecar
Vegetable Fuel Systems. however other companies sell
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BLOCKING THE ROAD
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Preparation began this morning on Main Street for this weekend's running of the eighth annual Murray Rotary Club Soap Box Derby. City
officials closed a section of Main Street today as workers began the process of setting up for the event. Pictured above. Jimmy Smith, of
Phillips Construction. unloads concrete blocks that will be used as supports for wooden siderails
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher plans to call
lawmakers into session in late
June to ask them to approve an
energy bill that would provide
tax incentives for firms considering expanding into Kentucky.
After
a
meeting with
Democratic
leaders
on
Thursday.
Fletcher said
one company,
which
he
declined
to
identify, is considering building in the state
Fletcher
and the incentive package needs to be dealt
with in a timely manner.
"It's a significant investment," Fletcher said,"and it's in
areas that could use the economic development."
Fletcher said he may also ask
lawmakers to consider approving about $370 million worth of
construction projects at state
universities that had been cut
from the budget last year.
"I still have to talk to a few
legislators on what would be the
most convenient date for them in
the latter part of June," Fletcher
said."And then we can continue
our dialogue on specific agendas."
State Rep. Rob Wilkey of
Scottsville, the Democratic
majority whip who attended the
meeting with Fletcher, said the
governor will likely announce
Monday the date when he will
call
lawmakers
back
to
Frankfort. Wilkey said the governor wants to set aside the final
two weeks of June for the special session,
Fletcher said he may
announce the date before he
leaves Tuesday for a 10-day economic development trip to Asia.
He said he probably won't issue
the executive order calling law-

Dr. Jeff Rogozinski, an adjunct chemistry professor at Murray State University, now runs his used 2000
Volkswagen primarily on discarded cooking oil that he obtains free of charge from area restaurants. He
says he will save enough money on fuel in two years to pay for the car.
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Tired of forking over your hard-earned cash to big oil
companies at the gas pump?
Would you be willing to invest in the purchase of a
fuel-conversion kit that would allow your diesel-fueled
vehicle to bum cooking oil?
And what if you 'could then get your fuel free of
charge: saving thousands of dollars per year and literally
paying off your investment — as well as the car — within a few years?
Murray resident Dr. Jeff Rogozinski isn't just thinking about making such a leap, he's done it. He now runs
his 2000 Volkswagen on discarded cooking oil obtained
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Kevorkian released from prison
LANSING, Mich.(AP)— Jack Kevorkian. the
retired pathologist dubbed .."Dr. Death" after
claiming he had participated in ai least 130 assisted suicides, left prison alter eight years today still
believing people have the right to die.
Throu hout the 1990%. Kevorkian challenged
authonties to make his actions
legal -- or try to stop him. He
burned state orders against him
and showed up at court in, costume
going to obey
You think
the law' You're crazy." he said in
I998 shortly before he was
accused — and then convicted —
of murder after injecting lethal
drugs into:Thomas Youk, 52. an
Kavortian
Oakland County man suffering
from Lou Gehrig's disease.
- That conviction earned Kevorkian a 10- to 25year sentence for second degree murder, hut he
earned time off his sentence tor good behavior.
Attorney Mayer Morganroth has said
Kevorkian would not talk to the media today.
though his client planned a news conference
Tuesday
Kevorkian, though. has made it clear that his
support for letting people decide when they want
to die hasn't wavered.
"It's grit to be legalized nues the point.... he
told wniK-Tv in Detour "Ill work- to ,haveit
legalized But I won't break any laws doing it
On Thursday. the Michigan Catholit
Conference wanted it would oppose any effort to
renew the push for assisted suicide in Michigan
The state has had a law banning assisted suicide
since 1998, the same year voters rejected 4 ballot
proposal that would have made physician-assis
suicide legal for terminally ill patients.
Oregon is the only state in the dation in which
a terminally ill patient with six months or less to
live can legally ask a doctor to prescribe a lethal

1...;1

amount of medication.
Right to Life of Michigan, which also opposes
any effort to allow assisted suicide, said it distrusts
Kevorkian's promise to not help anyone else die.
"He made similar false promises prior to a
stnng Of deaths, the last of which led to his imprisonment,' the group said in a statement this week.
Kevorkian will be on parole for two years, and
one of the. conditions he must meet is that he can't
help anyone else die. He is also prohibited from
providing care for anyone who is older than 62 or
is disabled. He could go back to prison if he vio.•
lates his parole.
He will report regularly to a parole officer and
won't be able to leave the state without permission. He can speak about assisted suicide, but
can't show people how to make a machine like
one he invented to give lethal drugs to those wbo
wanted to die. Department of Corrections
spokesman Russ Marian said.
Morganroth said he would bring Kevorkian a
suit and tie to wear out of prison. Morganroth will
be accompanied by his son Jeffrey, an attorney,
and by Ruth Notifies, a paralegal who has been
Kevorkian's legal assistant during his years in
pnson. • .
'They will drive Kevorkian to Oakland County,
which includes Detroit's northern suburbs, where
he will use with friends.
Kevorkian suffers from a variety of ailments
including diabetes, hepatitis C. high blood pressure.and hardening of the artenes in his brain. He
will'see his internist and a dentist after his release
from prison, as well as some specialists,
Niorganroth said.
Kevorkian did not have many possessions to
take out of prison with him, in part because many
of them have gone missing. "Strange as this may
seem, last month ... someone stole his manuscnpt
he'd been writing and his belongings,"
Morganroth said, adding that he expects someone
took Kevorkian•s possessions to sell on eBay.
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Presidents honor Graham
at library's dedication

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
s2Business Trade
Busines
annual
third
its
Commerce held
BUSINESS2BUSINESS: The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
was "Service with
event
year's
this
of
theme
The
Center.
Show Thursday at Murray State University's Regional Special Events
a seminar on cusnts
attended
participa
es,
business
area
from
displays
and
it Smile " In addition to an assortment of booths
Kim Gntto lett coordinator of Advancement Services with the
tomer service by national speaker Susan Miller Pictured above.
intern, work at the MSU Career Services exhibit.
MSU Office of Development. and Amber Roach, a student
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lie said the purchase would have cost
him less than S1.000 if he had been willing
to do the installation hitn.ell.
-Hut I didn't do that I'm not much of a
inechamt... ht- said. "The installation was
S4110. hut you could do it yourself. It's not
that tompley, '•
Of course the technology does not work
with standard gasoline -powered engines
!he power plant must be diesel, hut it burns
t leaner and just as efficiently as the standard
uel
% little tunny, hut much
.
"It does %men
cleaner." he said "When it bums, it smells
something like a greasy spoon "
The car continues to run on diesel fuel
along with the cooking oil, regulated by a
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switch that allows the driver to change
between two separate fuel tanks for better
efficiency while using the same fuel pump.
The tar started using standard diesel fuel.
but when the engine and the cooking oil
reach operation temperature the switch is
made to the cooking oil.
Rogotinski must commute between
Murray and Calven City where he works
everyday' so he %ANC% a lot of money on fuel.
Now, he is thinking about convening one
of his MA's to diesel and having another kit
installed
Rogroinski said when he needs a fill-up.
he simply pulls into his own garage w here
he has two 55-gallon drums of cooking oil
stored. lk get his gallon jugs of cooking oil
for free from a Chtricse restaurant in Calvert
City and other locations, runs it through a
one-micron filter into a bucket and then
pours the content into the drums A handpump allows him to fill his tank
"In four months, it paid for the kit and
the install In two years. it will have paid for
the car," he said "Right now. I'm driving for
tree I'd don't mind that at all "
Rogozinski says he has no problem
obtaining fuel to run the car "This stuff is
waste." he said " They're glad to gise it
away
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A crowd of about 1.500 gathered for the outdoor event,' in
heat reaching near 90 degrees.
President George H.W. Bush
sobbed as he spoke of how much
the minister meant to him, calling Graham "a spihtual gift to
all of us.- Bush noted that the
preacher had comforted four
generations of the president's
family, that includes President
George W. Bush. who sent
Graham a handwntten note last
week,
Presidents Caner and Clinton
recalled how Graham's insistence that his crusades be racially integrated helped bring blacks
and whites together in the South.
But Clinton said Graham,
who has met every U.S. president since Harry Truman and
became a confidant to many of
them. is just as impressive for
his personal kindness.
"When he prays with you in
the Oval Office or upstairs in the
White House, you feel he's
praying for you. not the president," Clinton said.
The event grew so emotional
that Graham quipped. "I feel
like I've been attending my own
funeral."
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By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
CHARLOTTE, NC'. API
Three former U.S. presidents
joined together Thursday' to
praise evangelist Billy Graham
and dedicate a new library in his
honor, a 527-million complex
that traces the preacher's rise
from farm boy to America's pastor.
On a stage in view of a 40foot glass cross that serves as the
museum's front door, the frail
preacher said he was embarrassed by the attention and there
was "too much.Billy Graham" in
the exhibits.
"This building behind me is
just 'a building." the 88-year-old
Graham said in brief remarks,
his once-powerful voice quieted
,by age. "It's an instrument, a
tool for the Gospel. The primary
thing is the Gospel of Christ."
Graham suffers front fluid on
the brain, prostate cancer and
Parkinson's disease, and is
largely.confined to his mountainside home in Montreat, lie
was driven by golf cart to the
stage. where he used a walker
and leaned on his son and successor. Franklin. to reach a seat.
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AP
Former Presidents. George H W Bush. left, Bill Clinton. second left and Jimmy Carter, nght. loin Franklin Graham. second
right, as they pose with Billy Graham. center, in front of the
Billy Graham Library ,n CharIOTIP N C Thursday
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1 Kentucky's AW.
deaths on the rise
despite safety calls 1
By SAMIRA JAFARI
ATV Fatelliss le
Associated Press Writer
Kentucky
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The number of ATV-related
Despite stricter laws and calls
fatalities reported to Kentucky
for safer riding, all-terrain vehiState Police since 2000'
cle deaths are on the rise in
leader
2000: 9
nation's
the
—
ky
Kentuc
2001: 2
in fatal ATV collisions.
2002: 10
So far this year. Kentucky
2003: 12
has had 17 fatal ATV collisions
2004: 19
— nearly three times the amount
2005: 21
reported by the end of May
2006: 21
2006. Kentucky had 21 ATV2007: 17(as of May 31)
related fatalities in both 2005
to
2006, according
and
ed," Denton said.
Kentucky State Police.
Meanwhile, the Consumer
"We understand that ATV ridSafety Commission and
in
Product
ing is very popular
gKentucky," Scott Wolfson, a industry officials are encoura
ridon
training
get
to
riders
ing
federal
the
for
spokesman
Consumer Product Safety ing ATVs safely. In June, offiCommission, said Thursday. cials from the ATV Safety
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times "But we are very concerned Institute, an industry group, are
election totals. about the recent upward trend in holding training sessions at the
s conducted a recanvass Thursday of recent primary
Land Between The Lakes
RECHECKING THE NUMBERS: Calloway County official
had filed a request deaths."
of State Trey Grayson notified him that Lonnie Napier
ranks National Recreation Area in
commission
According to Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., center, Secretary
The
no changes to the election totals.
Kentucky No. I in fatal ATV western Kentucky.
for the recanvass. Coursey said the recanvass resulted in
"I don't think a lot of people
collisions, Wolfson said.
Appalachian states West have an inherent sense of safeVirginia and Pennsylvania round ty," Mast said. "However, eduout the top three with the most cation is probably the best way
ATV fatalities, according to the to get safe."
The reason ATV deaths in
agency's 2002-2005 estimates,
the most recent available. Kentucky are on the rise is hard
Thirteen southern states — from to determine, said state police
A statewide recanyassing of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
West Virginia to Louisiana — spokesman Sgt. Travis Tennill.
Republican votes cast in last week's state treasurer's race showed
make up 40 percent of ATV Several factors come into play
oppoGOP
closest
her
over
with every collision, such as terlead
fatalities.
Melinda Wheeler still had a sizable
ATV size and alcohol.
rain,
ATV
office.
three
state's
of
noted
y
n
secretar
Wolfso
the
to
ng
accordi
nent,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — not always sat
unlike driving a vehicle,
traAnd,
adminis
s
police
state
system'
to
d
court
ky
fatalities reporte
Wheeler, former head of the Kentuc
State Treasurer Jonathan Miller at the same
g and licensing is not
trainin
weektallied
Day
al
Napier
Memori
Lonnie
Rep.
the
state
over
while
votes
54,612
tive arm, had
the chairman of the table but we
recanvass was named
end, including the death of a 5- required to ride ATVs, so the
always
53,505 votes after the recanvass. Napier had asked for a
Democratic Party on have
state's
check
year-old girl riding a four- experience of each rider isn't
been under the
- in which local election officials across the state essentially
Thursday.
wheeler with her mother. always clear.
their math — following last week's GOP primary.
Miller will replace outgoing same big tent,"
"It's hard to really draw conNeither was wearing a helmet.
t.
re-coun
a
for
ask
n
would
he
erga
Lund
whether
sure
Napier said he was not
chairman Jerry Lundergan, who
s on why they're happenclusion
year
last
passed
law
a
despite
said.
had served as the head of the said.
"I'm not sure yet. I'm going to talk to my lawyers," Napier
other than the reckless opering
under
and
16
riders
all
ng
requiri
my sup- party since January 2005. Miller
Louisville
-I'm not saying anything went wrong. I'm just saying that
ation of the ATVs themselves,"
to wear protective head gear.
vote got was recommended for the job by attorney
their
that
sure
make
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I
effort
every
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n he said. "People are operating
childre
other
two
year,
This
Miller
Democratic gubernatorial nomi- Jennifer Moore
protected."
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Kevin Hall, owner of
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party.
.
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last
win
to
field
-Pikeville, said the issue
Yamaha
manager Brett Hall said.
The executive committee of wearing a helmet.
Miller is finishing up his secto get
about consumer responmore
is
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executi
Mast,
a
Melind
"We had to wait nine days, but it was well worth the wait
Party
as state treasurer. the Kentucky Republican
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worked
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the victory," Hall said. "She
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State
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nell(R- she was shocked but not sur- gent as they can
Hazard were also in the May 22 Republican primary but
paign in early May and put his U.S. SesjAisch.McCon Steve prised at this year's fatalities he said.
ended
support behind Beshear. who Ky.) have recomm
Kentucky's new law calls for
the post according because the state helmet law has
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of $20450 when children
it
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when
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riding without helcaught
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under."
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Lundergan said he leaves the paign manager. Robert
but law enforcement offimets,
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Howeve
for
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of states party in better shape than when currently the commis
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP( — With a growing number
e adult rid- cers say the law is more about
strengthen he inherited the job despite a the Governor's Office for Local attempting to regulat
safety than punishment.
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ical.
impract
be
would
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Development.
May election, sometimes tumultuous tenure.
State police have said offiits political muscle by keeping its traditional late
new safety regulaGetting
-At times, our members have
would only take action
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legislaSecretary of State Trey Grayson said Thursday.
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tions cleared through
the date of next
Grayson said Kentucky has no plans to change
t, said state against violators on public roaddifficul
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the rush by other
year's presidential primary, set for May 20, despite
Sen. Julie Denton, R-Louisville, ways and trails, while some
and February.
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Pandermania
I here's a little bit of the "gimmie" mentality in all of
us. and it's that unattractive part of. our psyche that demagogic politicians take aim at when trying to win our support.
The Democratic kit wing (is there any other wing of
that party nowadays?) is out in full hue and cry, hoping to
evoke in the masses a deep yearning for whatever goodies
the government can shell out. They think we all have our
hands out and they strive to pledge to fill them with new
and better government giveaways.
It's an interesting spectacle to watch as
the various Democratic presidential
annabes try to move further left than any
of their rivals in an effort to out-promise
each other. Last week when Mama pitched
his socialized medicine program. Hillary
slipped around his left side with her Marxist solutions for every imaginable problem
known to humankind loops, I almost said
the M word
mankind).
As the battle rages WC Can expect to
Making
see the candidates break new ground as the
Sense
travel farther and father left into territory
By Michael
even no Marxist has ever before trod. By
Reagan
the time the primaries roll around they'll
Syndicated
make Joe Stalin look like a right-wing
Columnist
conservative — and Santa Claus look like
Ebenezer Scrooge.
It's somethmg-tor-everyone time on the Democrat campaign trail, and no longer being content with the old part
tunes about -saving" Social Security from the robber baron
Republicans who allegedly want to strip Grandma of her
1110114hly SOCIJI Security check and throw her to the wolves,
they,are hot on the trail to locate new and better ways to
buy the voters' votes with their own tax dollars.
Haynie already whetted the voters' appetites with every
kind of gt1C.141.1.1 program they could dream up. they now
mid themsels es forced to outdo each other in the grandiosity
of then proposals. And there are lots of opportunities to
desise new and exciting handouts available in that vast penisI
ciadle and grave through which we all pass.
Ibis pandennama epidemic as the result of the growing
perception among a large segment of younger Americans that
they are somehow . emoted to all sorts-of-pnvileges-...inductBy PAULINE JELINEK
mg the largesse of the federal treasury. And the Democrats
Associated Press Writer
aie only too eager' to oblige their cupidity.
WASHINGTON (API
lake little *miss Lindsay Lohan as the extreme archetype
Life for U.S. troops in Iraq
of the Nle. generation lake hordes of Hollywood brats she
can he bonng and commandhas shown herself to he utterly convinced that the laws and
can sometimes seem
ers
restrictions and customs to which most adult Americans arc
petty.
sublet I do not apply to her. Like Jerry Semtchl. she IS the
Morale for each Army
mask:, of bet own domain. which appears to include everysoldier and Marine in the
thing and ev ety body in the whole wide world.
war depends foremost on
She and Paris Hilton, among other celebrated alcoholand drug sodden dimes. are of COUINt extreme examples But how much combat they, have
seen. But it also is about
they are membets of a generation which believes it is entitled to whatever their little hearts desire, including exemption the trivial and mundane — a
from serving their country in wartime, government paid collack of prtsacy or a resented
lege tuition, and a torm of, without-consequence sexual
rule that dictates the color of
license which would shame even the worst libertines of
T-shirts they must wear.
Ictit 1.4.,tne
It's about the triumphs.
Enter stage - left one Hillary Clinton. this era's 411/Mil
Its),
at omplished snake oil salesperson To her the whole world
"It's up and down," said
is a v illaee and she w ants to be the mayor, ever anxious to
Spy'. Christopher Hagen.
see to it that the c miens of her global town arc supplied
assigned to Baqouba in the
with everything they could possibly desire, including roundincreasingly violent Diyala
the ,cloc I. child care
children being the responsibility of the
province north of Baghdad
mob. not then parents
When troops Wore a sucin the heels of Sen Obania's pandering on the subject
cess against militants,
ot health late, earlier this week for all intents and purposes
"morale goes through the
v endorsed socialism She doesn't call it that, of
roof." said Hagen "But
.
cow
But it it vs addles like Karl Marx and it quacks like
when you hear one of your
k.ttl Marc. it is kart Mart
friends gets hurt, it drops to
thi as Al Jolson used to say. -17‘e ain't seen nothlrf
an all-time- low"
By the time the primaries roll around there won't be a
single lreebee left that hasn't been pledged by the DemocratA recently released PentaaiRlidates for their party 's presidential 410111Ination
gon mental health study of
Atter that the winner will spend the rest of the presiden- troops in Iraq found 45 pertial ampaign saying he or she didn't really mean all that
cent of patina criliqed Artny
stun they spoke about to win the hearts and minds and
soldiers rated their unit's
otes id the patty s chanmant
and crazed
morale as low or very low.
left wing
which ninninate• candidates Oust ask Joe Eictserntan
Twenty percent of soldiers
and 15 percent of Marines
%hit Reogon. the elde‘t son of the late President Ronald were found to hate J inertial
ft heard on more than 241 talk radio taattons
health problem, defined as
,fr.,11•;11% ,ts pot of the Radio America Nen.ork. I -snail
anxiety, depression or acute
'US if, Rea 6:41114,g a On ar1oons.00Iff
stress.
Researchers found both
depend partly on how long
each person has been there.
how many tours of duty
thes'se served and what
their personal expenences
hate been.
11111 iuitii.11 \se • Murray. K1 421171-1040
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Staff Sgt Nathan Brooks, 25. from Vergennes. III. of Delta Company,
4th Battalion, 31st
,Infantry Regiment, 2nd Bngade, 10th Mountain Division rests after a
long mission eleven days
after a May 12 attack that left four U.S. soldiers and an Iraqi soldier dead
and three comrades
missing.
Reported anonymously in
compared to 27 percent of
were not allowed to wear
the publicly released version
those on repeat tours.
tan Army T-shirts with black
of the study, the events
— Lack of privacy was a
Army shorts — they could
included:
major concern among 39
only wear gray T-shirts with
—"My sergeant's leg getpercent of soldiers, whose
the black shorts,
ting blown off."
housing ranges from two-perIn one unit, it was
—"A huge ... bomb blew
son trailers to 20-person
ordered that when two or
my friend's head off like 50
tents,
more soldiers were walking
tatters from me::
— Boring and repetitive
together, they had to be
—"Doing raids on houses
work was a main concern
dressed alike.
with had Intel."
for 39 percent of soldiers
Such rules can be aimed
— "Working to clean out
and 33 percent of Marines,
at maintaining order and disbody parts from a blown up
-Among soldiers exposed
cipline. but troops felt "they
tank."
to a low level of combat. II had no other practical pur—"Convoy stopped in
percent had a mental health
pose other than to harass"
dangerous areas due to
problem it was 30 percent
them, said the report.
incompetent commanders "
among those Who saw a
Soldiers also said those
-"A Bradley (tank) blew
high level of combat,
who went off-base to do the
up. We got two guys out.
—More than a third of
most dangerous duty had to
three were still inside I was
soldiers and Marines reported wait in long lines to use
the medic."
being in threatening situaphones or e-mail, could
The report, released May
(ions where they weren't
rarely take the afternoon off
4. was based on data collect- allowed to use force. After
to attend concerts or other
ed from some 1.300 soldiers
Iraqis began throwing gasoevents, and found it harder
and nearly 450 Marines in
line-filled bottles at them, for to take R&R because they
Iraq last fall When it was
instance, troops were banned
are needed in the fight.
released, most attention
from responding with force
Those who rarely, if ever
focused on the study's firstfor nearly a month until the
left base had unfettered
ever survey of ethics among
rules of engagement wwere
access to those morale-boosftroops at the front.
c hanged
ing programs — not to menThe report also found
-Many resent senior
non got -first dibs" on new
leaders for what they say are items coming into the post
Die ratings on morale
and instances of mental
harassing rules — like the
commissary.
one on the T-shirt rules.
health problems Were at
"It is probably not any
about the same levels as in
When asked in focus
single- thing, but rather "the
the previous study, done in
group interviews specifically
accumulation of all of them
mid-2006.
what affected morale, troops
that tends to wear down the
consistently mentioned two
- -Fifty-six percent of solsoldiery' and Marines'
things base rules they titsdiers were highly concerned
morale." the study said
liked and what,. they saw as
about the long tours
an unfair system on morale—Eleven percent of those
EDITOR'S NOTE: Alsoboosting programs. the study
deployed for the first time
(sated Press Writer 'Todd Pahad a mental health problem, sant
num contributed to this
In some places, soldiers
report from Baghdad
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Quarantined TB patient: 'I hope they forgive me'

Obituaries
James Moles

bneted on the ease told The year-old Laney Wiggins, one of
DEN Ni ER (AP) - An Department of
James Noles, 60, Murray, died Wednesday, May 30, 2007, in a
Associated Press. They spoke on more than two dozen University
Health
quarantined
Atlanta attorney
of anonymity because of South Carolina-Aiken stucondition
traffic accident on Pleasant Hill Drive, near Almo Heights.
with a dangerous strain of tuber- Wellness, said
the matter is still under investi- dents who are getting skin tests
A musician, he played in several bands such as The Rebel culosis apologized to his fellow he was told in
for TB. -That is an outrageous
gation.
Rousers, Stanley Walker Band and Our Brothers Keeper OBK. He
plane pasengers in an interview early May not
The inspector ran Speaker's number of people :that he was
had been a newspaper delivery carrier for the Murray Ledger &
aired this morning and insisted to travel to
passport through a computer, very reckless with their health.
Times for five years.
he was told he wasn't conta- Europe: "He
a warning - including It's not fair. It's selfish."
and
He was born Nov. 15, 1946.
was told travgious or a threat to anyone.
Speaker's new wife. Sarah,
instructions to hold the traveler,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rita Notes; two daughters, ' "I've lived in this state of eling is against
don a protective mask in dealing fought back tears as she told
rammy Stacy. Murray, and Kim Ross, Benton; two grandchildren, constant fear and anxiety and medical
with him, and telephone health ABC about the horrible things
Kyle Stacy and Tessa Stacy, Murray.
exhaustion for a week now, and advice." Dr. speaker
authorities - popped up, offi- said had heard said about her
The funeral will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of Churchill- to think that someone else is Martin Cetron,
husband: that he was a terrorist,
Imes Family Funeral Home. No visitation is scheduled.
now feeling that. I wouldn't director of the CDC's division cials said. About a minute later,
to that he should have been eradiwant anyone to feel that way. of global migration and quaran- Speaker was instead cleared
cated.
Cecil Dennis Beecher
It's awful," Andrew Speaker tine, said once Speaker was continue on his journey, accord"Imagine sitting in a foreign
Cecil Dennis Belcher, 89, Camelot Drive, Calvert City, died told ABC's "Good Morning already in Europe,"He was told ing to officials familiar with the
country with your husband and
since
has
inspector
The
records.
take
to
not
terms
uncertain
no
of
in
room
hospital
at
emergency
31,
2007,
the
2:32
May
his
a.m.
in
from
l'hursday.
America"
been removed from border duty. your government saying they
a flight back."
I ,ourdes Hospital, Paducah.
room in Denver.
Colleen Kelley, president of were gotng to leave you there,"
Speaker, his new wife and
Retired from Ford Motor Company, he was a
Sitting in street clothes but
union that represents cus- she said through tears.
were
the
daughter
old
8-yearher
member of Christian Fellowship Church.
speaking through a face mask,
She said she has tested negaand border agents,
the
toms
Preceding him in death were one son, Walter
he repeatedly apologized to the already in Europe when
tive for TB, despite being closer
the
on
comment
to
declined
told
and
him
contacted
Dorothy
CDC
and
and
Lee
Belcher
passengers
his
parents,
Belcher,
dozens of airline
to him over the past month than
Hoenecker Belcher, three sisters and two brothers. crew members now anxiously him to turn himself in immedi- specifics of the case, but said
not anyone. and she is praying that
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margie Marie awaiting their own test results ately at a clinic there and not "public health issues were
receiving adequate attention and no one they came in contact
Walker Belcher; two sons, Bobby Belcher, Reno, because of the exposure to him. take another commercial flight.
with would test positive for the
the
training" within the agency.
if
Speaker said he felt as
Nev., and Charles W. Belcher, Westland, Mich.;
"I don't expect for people to
Speaker disease.
day,
next
The
"abandoned
suddenly
had
five
sisCDC
that
Murray;
hope
Lewis,
Patricia
just
I
me.
forgive
one stepdaughter,
ever
Both Speaker and his fatherperson
ters, Mrs. Julia Epley, Calvert City, Mrs. Virginia they understand that I truly him." He said he believed if he became the first infected
believe
didn't get to the specialized clin- to be quarantined by the U.S. in-law said they didn't
Vick,
in
Mrs.
Lucille
them
Calif.,
put
to
Rock,
Little
meant
Patterson,
never
Belcher
danger when he left for
a
was
he
1963.
since
government
die.
would
he
Denver,
in
ic
Columbia, Tenn., Mrs. Wanda McPherson, harm," he said, his voice crackHe was flown by medical Europe.
"Before I left, I knew that it
Breman, and Mrs. Raynell Walker, Belton; II grandchildren; 27 ing.
"I never would have put my
Thursday to National
transport
in
that
me,
to
clear
made
was
dochis
he,
said
31,
Speaker,
great-grandchildren.
at risk, and my daughter
family
Research
and
Medical
Jewish
one
had
I
this,
fight
The funeral will be Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier tors and the federal Centers for order to
I repeatedly asked my
risk.
at
in
him
put
doctors
where
Disease Control and Prevention shot, and that was going to be in Center,
Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. J.T. Parrish and Rev. David Parrish will
my family at risk? Is
'Is
doctors,
will
he
where
room
isolation
an
in
doctors
If
said.
he
Denver,"
all knew he had TB before he
officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory
risk of this?"
at
anybody
intraand
oral
with
treated
be
it
and
flew to Europe for his wedding Europe tried to treat him
Gardens, Benton.
Speaker said. "They told me I
antibiotics.
venous
very
"it's
said,
he
wrong,
went
But
Sunday.
5
month.
p.m.
after
last
home
and honeymoon
Visitation will be at the funeral
Speaker's new father-in-law, wasn't contagious and I wasn't
he said he was advised that he real that I could have died
Robert C. Cooksey, is a CDC dangerous."
wasn't contagious or a danger to there."
Kerney Leon Bailey
Speaker said he and his wife
microbiologist whose specialty
officials
U.S.
though
Even
they
Kerney Leon Bailey, 77, Hermitage, Tenn., a retired Baptist pas- anyone. Officials said
"scared out of our minds"
were
he
but
bacteria,
other
and
TB
is
warning
would rather he didn't fly but no had put Speaker on a
tor, died Thursday, May 31,2007. at 8:50 a.m. after an 18-year batCDC lab at the prospect of being indefihis
nor
he
neither
said
to
flight
a
caught
he
list,
said.
he
to.
not
him
tle with Parkinson's disease. At his request his body has been donat- one ordered
TB. nitely placed in an Italian hospiHe said his father, also a Montreal and then drove across was the source of Speaker's
ed to The Vanderbilt Anatomical Donation Program for research.
the tal and dying there.
that
disclosure
The
the U.S. border on May 24 at
lawyer, taped that meeting.
Born Aug. 15. 1929, in Henry County, Tenn., he was preceded in
"I know people will judge it,
and
lawyer
a
is
patient
border
A
N.Y.
Champlain.
"My father said, 'OK, now
death by his mother, Jewel Hudson Bailey, and one sister, Olga
natural human instinct to
it's
injury
personal
a
specifically
dishim
are you saying, prefer not to go inspector who checked
Paschall.
people judge what other people do,"
many
outraged
lawyer
to
warning
computer
a
regarded
to
risk
a
he's
because
, After his service in the United States Army, he graduated from on the trip
in our
Speaker, officials said on the Internet and elsewhere. Speaker said. "Truly,
Murray State University and the Southern Baptist Theological anybody, or are you simply say- stop
were
we
told
were
we
minds,
the
on
tlew
who
travelers
Some
Seminary. He was ordained to the ministry by Hazel Baptist ing that to cover yourself' And Thursday.
to the people around
threat
a
not
aripiSpeaker
plarreVitith
same
inspector
unidentified
The
you
Church, Hazel, Ky., and began his ministry at Fairmont Baptist they said, we have to tell
wanted to get home."
later said the infected man ly accused him of selfishly Put- us and we
Church, Fern Creek. He served several churches in Kentucky and that to cover ourself, but he's not
"I just hope they can forgive
of people's lives
hundreds
ting
and
healthy
perfectly
seemed
Tennessee including Fairmont Baptist Church, Southside Baptist a risk."
me," he said.
Dr. Steven Katkowsky, direc- that he thought the warning was in danger.
Church. Louisville, Ky., First Baptist Church, Carthage, First
"It's still very scary," 21officials
y."
"discretionar
merely
County
Fulton
the
of
Church,
tor
Baptist
Baptist Church, Greenbrier. Walker Memorial
Franklin, and Inglewood Baptist Church, Nashville, Tenn. He
retired in 1994 and became Pastor Emeritus of Inglewood Baptist
Church in 2004.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bettie Lassiter Bailey, to whom
he had been married for 52 years; one son, Kent Bailey and wife.
Jo, Brazil; one daughter, Mrs. Lanette Williams and husband, Terry.
Brandon, Miss.; six grandchildren, Matt. Grace and Margaret
Bailey, Brazil, and Katelyn. Kelsey and Kendall Williams, Brandon,
Miss.; one sister. Ms. Essie Bailey, Murray, Ky.; one brother-in-law,
Dr. Franklin Paschall, Nashville.
A memorial service will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Hermitage Hills
Baptist Church, Hermitage. Tenn. The service will be led by Kent
Bailey and Lanette Williams.
Visitation will be at the church after I p.m. Sunday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Campus Outreach.
P.O. Box 43737, Birmingham, AL 35243 for the Brazil Church, or
Alive Hospice, 1718 Patterson St., Nashville, TN 37203.
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U.S. battles al-Qaida
gunmen in west Baghdad
BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraqi
and U.S. troops fanned out in a
devastated Sunni neighborhood
in Baghdad this morning, residents said, adding they were
holed up in their houses under a
curfew that was imposed to
restore calm after days of internal fighting between insurgent
groups.
Northeast of Baghdad, an alQaida-linked suicide bomber
blew himself up Friday in a
house sheltering members of the
rival 1920 Revolution Brigades,
killing two of the other militants
and wounding four in the striferidden city of Baqouba, police
said.
The developments were the
latest in an apparently growing
Sunni insurgent power struggle
as U.S. and Iraqi officials try to
isolate the terror network by
turning other militant groups
and tribal leaders against it. The
tactic has proven relatively successful in the western Anbar
province, once considered the
heartland of the Sunni insurgency, and Washington and the
Iraqi government are trying to

replicate it elsewhere.
Lt. Gen. Raymond Odierno,
the No. 2 U.S. commander in
Iraq, said Thursday that U.S.
military officers were talking
with Iraqi militants - excluding al-Qaida - about ceasefires and other arrangements to
try to stop the violence. He said
he thinks 80 percent of Iraqis.
including Sunni insurgents and
Shiite militants, can reach reconciliation with each other.
although most al-Qaida operatives will not.
Abu Ahmed, a 40-year-old
Sunni father of four in
Baghdad's Amariyah neighborhood, said he was among a
group of residents who joined in
the clashes with al-Qaida fighters on Wednesday and Thursday
- fed up with the gunfire that
kept students from final exams
and forced people in the neighborhood to huddle indoors.
Ahmed denied being a member of any insurgent groups but
said he sympathizes with "honest Iraqi resistance." refening to
those opposed to U.S.-led
efforts in Iraq.
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14P- STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Asg.....13679.8 + 52.2
"rli.RX 0.89
Air Products
41.10. 0.24
Inc.
AT&T.
- 42.37 + 0.26
32.73+ 0.28
Briggs & Stratton
10.30 -0.01
Bristol Myers Squibb
78.91 + 0.33
Caterpillar._
Chesron Texaco Corp 82.14 + 0.65
91.50 + 0.02
Daimler Chrysler
....33.01 + 0.25
Dean Foods
.83.84 + 0.67
Exxon-Mobil
-&39 + 0.05
Motor
Ford
-0.07
General Electric
General Motors ----30.14 +1.15
GlasoNmithlkline ADR -51.51 - 0.67
;9.22 .0.27
(;oodrich
1634 + 1.07
Goodsear
15.90 11 15.99
HopFed Bank
106.117,+ 0.27
1 11

min

prices as ot 9am.

'2.53 + 0.35
Intel
.30.92 + 0.60
Kroger
18.49 + 0.48
Mattel
+ 037
McDonalds.....
........._52.66 + 0.21
Merck .....
Microsoft ...... .........- 30.83 + 0.14
.....__....81.48 + 1.00
J.C. Penney
68.81 + 0.48
Pepsico Inc
27.62 + 0.13
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial ......._-.36.02 + 0.35
.32.67 .0.07
Schering-P1ough
Sears Holding Corp ..--180.98 + 0.96
21.49 + 0.12
Time Martyr.
+ 0.10
US Bancorp
+ 0.00
4.27
UST.
_111.96 + 0.55
ViellPoint Inc
Wal-Mart ........ .......48.16 + 036

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.7513366 I 800.444 1854
Itown: S:01 a.m. -S:00 p.rr.
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COMMUNITY
`Kirksey Day' will be Saturday
at Kirksey Methodist Church

5eri21.12Jers

6i)eni

for the
The following are remainders of events planned
Ledger
coming week that were recently published in the Murray
limes .
Lorenzen
• Amber Lorenzen, daughter of John and Sherry
Bucy
Jenna
and
Jimmy
of
son
Bucy,
Curtis
and
lle.
of Greenvi
at 1 p.m.
of Murray. will be married Saturday. June 2, 2007,
relatives and
at St Joseph Catholic Church. Central City. All
friends are invited.
Kennedy ot
Leah Kennedy, daughter of Bob and Rita
David and
of
son
h.
Hawort
y.
Evansville. Ind., and Timotit
Saturday. June
married
be
will
d,
Mayfiel
of
h
Hawort
Barbara
Church. Murray. All
2. 2007, at 2 p.m. at Westside Baptist
relatives and friends are invited.
and Mrs. Keith
Carla Michelle Black, daughter of Mr.
Graves, son
opher
Christ
James
d,
and
Concor
New
of
Black
Tenn.. and
lle.
Spnngvi
of
Graves
ley
of Mrs. Debbie Wimber
Tenn.. will be
Dr and Mrs. James Michael Graves of Pulaski.
at New Mount
married Saturday. June 2. 2007, at 2 - p.m.
s and friends
relative
All
d.
Carmel Baptist Chiirch, New Concor
are invited.

• ,ito provtded

L.
Pictured are Lion John Nelson Bunnell, center, with Rowina
District
Lion
.
Jim
Rogers
Wilburn, left, club president, and
Governor of 43 K.

Elizabeth
Jessica Denise Bryan, daughter of Robert and
Bryan
Tina
and
Jr.
Ronnie
and
Murray
of
er
iBettyc) Schroad
Darof
son
,
Walker
Wayne
of lionea Path, S.C., And Logan
Saturday.
mamed
be
will
Dexter,
of
Walker
ia
(.'ornel
and
rell
Church, MurJune 2. 2007. at 2 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist
relatives and
ray. A reception will follow the ceremony. All
friends are invited

Bunnell named to Kentucky
Lions Club Hall of Fame held

was
The annual Kentucky State Lions Club convention
in Louisville on May 19.
Club
John Nelson Bunnell. member of the Murray Lions
ns Hall
was honored with membership into the Kentucky -Lio
of Fame.
Murray
Bunnell was recommended for that honor by the
Lions Club.
Club,
Rowina L. Wilburn, president of the Murray Lions
of his
said "Bunnell was recommended for the honor because
years of
44 years of 100 percent attendance: and his many
InterClubs
Lions
to
service
devoted
dedicated leadership and,
in Tennational And to no less than four different Lions Clubs
nessee and Kentucky.ky
Only three Lions throughout the entire state of Kentuc
vear.
each
are selected

Benton and
Shawna Travis, daughter of Jennifer Travis of
son of
Mann,
Sam
and
,
Murray
of
Gary and Toni Travis
married SatBobby and Myra Mann of Gilbensville. will be
. Grand
urday. June 2, 2007, at 5 p.m. at Light House Landing
Rivers All relatives and friends are invited
e Corder
Robin Stacey Holt, daughter of Bob and Charlen
Rit, mond and
or Ledbetter, and Scott Wallace Turner, ..on of
Saturday. June
Mary Jean [WIWI' of Murray. will be married
nd. All
2, 2007. at 6 p.m. at Second Baptist Church. Smithla
invited
are
friends
and
s
relative
Chapman
Whittany Nichelk Chapman, daughter of Jerry
y Wade
Chesle
and
.
Murray
of
n
Chapma
Cindy
lk-cter and
h. will
Gibson. son of Harold and Katrinka Gibson of Paduca
Hardin
p.m.at
7:30
at
2007.
2.
June
y.
Saturda
married
he
invited.
are
friends
and
s
relative
All
11,iptist Church. Hardin

Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs

celebrate
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Paschall of Mayfield will
at Piati's
their 50th wedding anniversary with a family dinner
on Sunday.
1880's Restaurant, Grand Rivers, plus a reception
Church
Baptist
Point
High
at
p.m.
4
to
2
June 3, 2007. from
invitfellowship Hall, Mayfield. All relatives and friends are
gifts.
tiring
not
guests
that
s
request
ed the couple
40th
David and Donna Carr it Murray will celebrate their
2007.
3.
June
.
Sunday
on
wedding anniversary

A

Robotic Camp still taking
applications for program
their imag‘lutray State University is participants will use
and build
design
to
s
ination
the
for
tions
still taking registra
progryn. motorized models of real, workyouth
summer
The able robots
-Robotics Day Camp
Using LEG() elements and
camp is open to boys and girls
the NXT programmable units.
iii fourth through eighth grades
in teams
during the weeks of June 4-14. participants will work
of two to learn to download
June I I IS or July 9-13.
computer to
With the help of -leff Sla- programs from a
ns
creatio
their
control
ton. camp director, and start,
ations are currently
Registr
•
•
•
being taken. Space in the camp
Our Registered •
is limited For a camp brochure.
Bridal Couples:
or to register. call 762-3659
•... Alt lintaighti.ti
or I-1tOO-669-7654, ext. 3659.
At Brett %Vint hel

NouraIt %%Ali/inv.
As I in,. Viitotildritige

Jeremey Michael Jones ot
Murray has been named a
national award winner in math
cmatiLs by the United States
Ac hie'.einem Ac ademy
Jones, an eighth grade student at Calloway County Mid-

,
I vein Statile:
r amie Walker
ati'
I f I. A kt.iia lett
Aiihrev

&

Natalie hay
& Is let VVilliamit

"taral,

WUrgIrr
a• I ...noel Wahl...
king
I
I
& Ike% in

c
mcrhigairo.
a. t..tusthan Iliancan

As

•

A Marvin
iialwarda

'arm OACk..4.11
rdge
4 had Cane,

IOC* Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
•
•

111.411, Irvine
144,111%

a. lerenlv

SCHEDULE GOOD WU JUNE 7
moviessnmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
RYCIAY

& l'evtitn hiwiter•
lenriv
aa I arlit.in
ktall..r% 14
& /4.4•••rt I

Spider M;1 n 3
7:00 • 950
P(;13 .12 50

.11111

ti-tr.
...Ian.'

&

a %hurtle...la
& kit liar.* Malta k It
I
Kara nurturers

Shrek The Third
PG -120•340-715-925
Pirates of The Cariboo 3

Rebel a
a• 4,'MI

ammo 2 mew

.•/.10.111.W1
IS 11411(t l'r At h

die School, was nominated for
the award by Christi Walker
his teacher at the school Jones
will appear in the academy's
official yearbook
A percussionist with the Calloway County Laker Band,
Jones is a member of the United States Bowling Association
Youth
Morning
(Saturday
Murray -Callow ay
League).
County Parks Baseball Team,
the National Oceanic Atmospheric Association, and of the
Coldwater Church of chnst.
He also enjoys hunting and
playing chess
Jones' career goals are to
ta. a meteorologist and storm
chaser lie would also like to
play baseball on either a MatOr
or minor league team
Jones is the son of Richard
and Tony a Jones of Murray
His grandparents aft 1,Mda
1-aye Jones, Lyle and Annette

SL BSCRIBE

at
Four Rivers Music Friends
to all musicians
open
is
This
.
Library
Public
County
ay
Callow
Velvaleen at 753and listeners. For more information contact
6979.

to meet
Mother to Mother Group
for breastfeeding

moms,
Mother to Mother, a support group
at St. John's Episis scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m.
and door prizes.
copal Church. Featured will be refreshments
welcome. For
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are
57.
436-56
at
Duffy
Heather
call
tion
more informa

otion
MMS Bands plans prom
ng seventh and

eight grade
Murray Middle School's upcomi
to I p.m.
a.m.
9
from
y
Saturda
wash
car
a
bands will have
at O'Reilly's Auto Parts, South 12th Street.

rday
Arts & Crafts Festival Satu
will be Saturday

from
Water's Edge Arts & Crafts Festival
Marina at 106
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Water's Edge RV Park and
Ky. 94 East,
Tacklebox Ln.. Murray. To reach the park, take
7 miles, turn
about
go
Road,
own
turn right on Ky. 280. Potten
road next to
Lane,
box
Tackle
on
'sign
edge
water's
at
left
89 or ePanorama Shores. For more information call 436-27
mail kirksheila767@wmconnect.com.

event
McDaniel Cemetery plans
annual homecoming

on
McDaniel Cemetery will have its
at noon.
Sunday beginning with a business session and lunch
for the
Persons'unableto attend may mail their donations
Rd., Almo.
upkeep of the cemetery to Howard Coy. 204 Radio
Dexter, KY
KY 42020 or Patricia Lassiter, 1460 Peeler Rd.,
42036.

ht
'Movies in the Park' tonig
Park" will

a.

Diaturbia
PC13-1:40-355 -725-9-40

Delta Farce

Ftetnsrry &
.b4

R;13- 1 10 - 320 • 735 935

Irt. ...Oa flaw
Moswhey rift"

J•romity M. Jones
Pridemore, all of Murray.
Dorothy and Michael Inman
from Puryear. Tenn . And Tom
and Jean Jones of Sharpsv
Ind He has one brother. Jason
Robert Jones and one sister.
Brenda LaShell Joncs, both
from Murray.

Center
Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations Nk.
Facial Rejuvenation

(270)76 1 -4999

•

ay. mewfv••I•er. 1,1111

be tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will
Methodist
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
be The
will
d
Feature
Stella.
at
North
121
Ky.
4726
Church,
charge,
on
admissi
no
is
There
rd.
Peacemakers and Kevin Crawfo
informamore
For
d.
accepte
be
will
Line
Need
for
items
but
at 753-8124
tion call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor
or Patnck Lea at 761-2666.

Shriners sponsor Jingo

Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
Murray Shriners spo
b facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Prop.m at the Shrine
activities
ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable

2
Musical program to be July
Church will

LASER

X

Glory Bound tonight

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centere
od Baptist
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwo
34.
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-18

11.1 I:I • • \Forrw

Program 0-

••••••••• 1.11

begin tonight
The third annual "Movies in the
King- and
the
With
Night
"One
being
with the season opener
sponsored by
festivities beginning around 7:30 p.m. This is
rain the movie
Harvest Land Ministnes International. In case of
t at 1306D
_will be shown at the new Harvest Land Hangou
at 759church
the
call
tion
informa
more
For
St.
South 12th
5107.

Reformers Unanimous to dmeet
addictions program.

Murray

Knocked Up
R • 1:00 - 3:35- 7 10

..park•
Iterw.. a.
th•-tt

.b.••••••01 %glum • I

Skies- will be shown at 1 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday; Search
for Life- at noon Friday and
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
Drag Boat Races will be
held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Pisgah Bay Friday, Smutday and Sunday.
"National Trails Day- starting at The Nature Station will
be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday and for information
call 1-270-924-2007.
Other events at The Nature
Station include "Let's Learn
About Trees" at 2 p.m. Sunday: "Creature Feature: ()possum- at 2 p.m_ Tuesday and
"Let's Get Snappy- at 2 p.m.
Thursday..
Events at The Horneplace
include -The Blacksmith Visits the Farm- from 10 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday: "Horses and Their Hooves
in 1850- at 2 p.m. Sunday:
"Horses in Harness at 1:30
p.m. Wednesday.
For more information call
toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.

PG13 • 1240 - 4:10. 7:45

•I pc•• I .1w •rtIti
I'
& '4.114.1iirtri las hi

•

.GOLDEN POND. Ky. -Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the corn
ing weekend.
The Horneplace Living History ham, Nature Station. and
Hillman Ferry. Energy Lake
and Piney Campground are now
open daily. The Golden Pond
Planetarium. The Elk & Bison
Prairie. Wranglers Campground,
Turkey Bay OHV Area and
several small camping areas
are open year-round
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is S3
per car.
The Golden Pond Planetart= is open daily with Armssion 53 for ages 13 and up.
52 for. ages 5 to 12. and free
with family for ages 4 and
under. "Blown Away - The
Wild World of Weather- will
be shown at noon, Monday
through Friday. and 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. "Rang
World- will be shown at 2
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. And 2 p.m. Saturday and Sur,lay: "Kentucky

will meet Sunday
Four Rivers group will
meet Sunday at 2 p.m.

Jones named national math award winner

kellv I lair
& Orin' Wil.tri

a. le•iae

will
Kirksey United Methodist church
on
Day"
ey
"Kirks
have its fourth annual
Rev. Mark
p.m.
3
to
a.m.
11
from
ay
.Saturd
that
Earheart, pastor, said "We believe
serve the
God calls the church to love and
way
community, and this is Kirksey UMC's
it gives
of saying we are here for you, and
gather
the community an opportunity to
and fellowship."
Hamburgers, hot dogs, soft drinks, chips,
at
cookies and snow cones will be served
lo's
for the
no cost. The ladies will bake cakes
Datebook cakewalk, and gifts from local businesses
By Jo Burkeen
N'arious
have been given for Bingo games.
Community
planned.
are
prizes
free
with
kids
for
games
Editor
be
Donating their time and talent will
Kevin Crawford,
Stone,
Kailey
Sake,
's
Heaven
singers, For
featured will be a Civil
Kristen Churchwell and others.: Also
Antique cars and
bles,
Inflata
Big
Two
tment.
War Reenac
checks by the
seat
Car
WOW,
by
tractors, Child ID kits
r and Breast
Pumpe
Sheriff's Department, Eire House and
Cancer awareness.
a donation to the
There will be an opportunity to make
new concession
the
of
cost
the
with
help
to
Kirksey Park
way an obligano
in
is
this
but
stand that is being built,
vendor allowed on the
only
The
free.
is
hing
Everyt
tion.
selling Kirksey Day
site is Kirksey Park and they will be
T-shirts,

w

present the
The Music Ministry of First Baptist
of the
patriotic spectacular. "I Believe in America.- as a part
Monbe
to
ed
m
schedul
progra
the
with
Freedom Fest 2007
on the Murray
day. July 2. at 7 p.m. at Lovett auditorium
invites
State University campus. As a special treat, the church
ity.
all area singers to Join the group to sing in the commun
Wednes
each
held
are
als
Rehears
Choir.Fest
om
"Freed
wide
choir
the
in
p.m.
7
at
Sunday
day at 6:30 p.m and each
Si:,
rehearsal room of First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth
Bapat
First
Crook
Mike
call
tion
informa
Murray. For more
tist Church during regular business hours at 753-1854.

Art Guild will offer workshop

Murray Art Guild will offer a weaving workshop for adults
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. from June 4 to 7 at the guild located at,
5(M) North Fourth St., according to Debi Henry Danielson.
executive director of the guild. Participants will learn the magic
of 'Triangle Loom Weaving- in this four-day workshop as you
create a beautiful shawl. Triangle loom weaving has been
described as "magical- as the warp is automatically created
with each wen as weaving is done with a single continuous
piece of yarn. No weaving experience is necessary. but class
size is limited. For registration and information call 753-4059
or www.murrayanguild org

CCHS Class of 1997 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1997 has scheduled
its 10-year reunion for the weekend of June 16. Activities will
include a tour of CCHS on Saturday at 10 a.m and a catered
dinner beginning at 6 p m at the Murray Banquet Center For
more information or to make reservations. contact Josh McK6 calloway.kyschools_us.
eel at 227 1831 or at posh nickee1(
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

www
JUIVEIMSIO

SEVENTH DAY ADVZNITST
orahip
Sat. 9:00 a m
,shbath School
Sat. 1015 cm.

sI

ANSLICAll
MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
; M.I.fold Hlibway. lientorl. KY 4.207.3
270-527 -Sart

1000 a.m
contact the Recta 2523389

APOSTOLIC

APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
.--onday
1000 a.m
Tuesday
6:45 p.m
Thursday
64.5 p.m.

ASSUMES SP SOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
,Itiday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
.unda,., Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

urns?
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 11.111.
Evening Worship
600 pin.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a in.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
600m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 -00 a in.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Ihscipleship Training
500 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday- School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.

T1

hi'

ht
nd
by

ie

he
CC
1,1

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
,unday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100
& 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
%;
,s
chool.
945 a.m
Wors
130& 10:55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 am.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
.•;unday School
9:30 a in
Worship
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
113 a M.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p in.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
800,9'15& 10:30 am
Sun Schools 8:00, 9.15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wedneadiejlariore hi p
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
('hurch Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 aro
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
‘wana
5:30-7:30 p.m.
training Union
545 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a in
Preaching
11 am. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
••;unday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Morning Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m_

LONE OAK PIUM/TIVE
lit Sunday
2:00 p.m
3rd Sunday
2:00 nra.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
MOUNT BORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NOItITISIDE
Morning Worship
141.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11am & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 am.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 cm.
Worship 8:45 sin. & 11 am. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

SCOTT'S osovs
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7.00 p.m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Try Something New
When was the last time that you
participated in a new sport or game,
or tried your hand at a new hobby
or craft. Or, on the intellectual side
of things, when was the last time
you changed your views on an
important issue or read something
from a point of view that you
wouldn't normally consider? For
instance, if you are a Christian, consider reading the Koran, the Talmud
or some other religious text. God
has revealed Himself to different
people in different ways, and being
open to new experiences is a good way to promote
personal growth. There are an inexhaustible variety
of things for us to experience in almost every area of
life. Food, music and literature, to name a few, provide us with endless options to experience something
different. And, the real tragedy of becoming stuck in
the same rut is that it blinds us to what truly animates
our fellow human beings. God made all of us marvelously different, and being open to new experiences
allows us a glimpse into the sympathies and interests
of others. So try something new. Take a course in a
new field, travel somewhere different, or just sit
down with someone whose culture or background is
different from yours and listen to what they have to
say. Remember, everything reveals a different aspect
of the face of God.

CATISLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
4.00 p.m
Sunday Mass
10.30 a in
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
600 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 11 a.m

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Service
1015 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

CIIISTUUI SCIDICE =CU
Sunday Sclux,I
1030 am
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m
2nd Wednesday
7:30 p.m

=WI,Or MOIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9700 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m
HARMONY MENNONTTE CHURCH
I 2 mike .est of Lynn Grove

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Service
7-30 p.m
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10.30 a in & 6 p in
Wednesday Family Training
7pm
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m
Wednesdays
700 p.m

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
630 p.m.

1211119111111 NIMBUS
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
930 a.m.
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m.

LOTSCIIIIII
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Worship
10:30 a.m

kTuUIiT

DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
HAM.CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 pin.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Claw
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
MossAng Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
iSunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p in

s BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6700 pm

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a m , 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
1015 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9.00 a.m.
Worship
10700 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
let & 3rd Sun. Night
6700 p.m

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 am.
Sunday School
9:60 am.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITIi.D
Contemporary Service
9,00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m.
Regular Worship
11130 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 & 11 a.m
Sunday School
950 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am.
Worship SeOvice
MOO a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
900 am.
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

coma er gasPIOT
LATIIIII SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LArrsa DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12.10 p.m

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship
1100 am.
Wednesday Worship
7:05 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10-30 am
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship
5:00 p.m
Tuesday
12:00 pm

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.

nimapcnorr
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9.00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
700 p.m.

Worship Sunday
10:30 a m
Children's Sunday School MOO a m

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m
Church School
10:45 a.m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9,00 a.m
Sunday School
10730 a.m

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10-45 am
Evening Worship
6.00 p m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10 00 a m
Wednesday. Home Groups 600 p in

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9.30 a ni
Sunday School
11 00 a in
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 am
Morning Worship
10.45 a Ern
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9.00 a in
Preaching
10.00 a ni

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
Morning Service
11:00 sin

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

POITECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
FATTH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 am.
Worship
11 am. & 7 pm.

COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6-30 p.m.
Wed Evening St Youth Service 700 p.m.

R.S.V. Ecclesiastes 3:1

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00 a m

IIAZARISE

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
Sundays
1000 a in. & 5:00 p.m

For everything there is a season, and a time
for every matter under heaven.

9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
600 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
10.30 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
VICTORY Barran onusca
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 am 8t 6pm
Wednesday
7 p.m

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 p.m.
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m
SHILOH FULL GOSPF1.ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a in
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m
Worship Sun. 6 p.m & Wed. 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1050 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship Service
1100-730 pm

urniiu

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship
10:00 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10r00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m & 630 p.m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 Timothy 4:7
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ChurchBulletins
have
churches
Various
ieleased information concerning their worship services for
the corning weekend as follows:
Westside Baptist: rev.
GIvrin M. Orr, pastor, will
speak abut "Members of One
Another" with scriptbr - from
1 Corinthians 12:12-27 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service and
about "Fellowship with One
Another" With scripture from
1 John I. at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is
minister/if -music. Halogen will
present special music at the
morning hour and a mini-concert at the evening hour. Deacons of the week will be David
Heatlicon and Mike Conley.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
ImThanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, paifft will
speak about "I Do Know (the
Father! and I Keep His Word"
with scripture from John 8:55
at the 10.30 a.m. Holy Trinity Sunday worship service. Holy
Communion will be celebrated
with Dr. Das id Koelsch as
elder. Sunday School and Adult
Bible (*lass will be at 9 a.m
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "The Forgiveness
Factor" with scripture from
Matthew 18:2I-22 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and Jim Roberts
will speak about "Going the
Second Mile" with scripture
from MattheR 5.38-41 at the
p.m worship service. Todd
Walker, associate minister, will
lead the singing. Also assist-

ing will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
minister,
Hutchens. youth
Randy Young, Jeff Sparks,
Randy Hutchens. Arvis Thorn,
R.B. Barton, Josh Stewart, Ryan
Kelly, Jim Lawson and Joe
Thornton. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
First Christiant Dr. Charles
Rolm, senior pastor, will speak
about "The Spirit of Truth"
with scripture from John 16:12IS at the 1015 a.m. worship
'service. Mark Dycus is minister of music with Julie Warner, Donnie Hendnx aqd Judith
Hill as accompanists. Assisting will be Vera Melone, worship leader. Dave and Judy
Eldredge and Ruth Daughaday,
elders. and Krista Crass. Don
Wilson, David 'bola. Rita Riola
and Tim Allbritten, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is minister of music with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. The choir will sign "Just
a Little While- at the morning hour. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sernion.
Brian Steward is minister of
youth. Assisting will be James
Rose. deacon of the week, and
Walter Bell. Aaron Dosscy.
Roger Humphrey and Eddie
Moms. ushers. Sunday School
will he at 9:30 a m. and prayer
meetings at 5:30 p.m
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will

speak about "It's Not AbourMe"
with scripture from Isaiah 6:18 at the 9 a.m. worship service with Steve Sexton as the
pastor's assistant. Nicholas
Brunn and Tecla Etheridge will
serve as acolytes. Children's
church will be directed by
Norma Edwards. Tina Sexton
will direct the choir with Renee
Doyle, Pat Bninn and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Betty
Lawrence and Becky Miller
will serve as greeters. Sunday
School with Bob West as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
in the family fellowship center. The Sunday Night Bible
study and the combined youth
groups of both Goshen and
Kirksey churches will be at 6
p.m. at Goshen.
Pqpiar Spring Baptist: Bro.
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Full Salvation"
with scripture from Romans
6:22-23 at the 8:45 and II
a.m. worship services and about
"God Lays Down the Law"
with scripture from Exodus /924. Karin Hardison will present special music at the morning services. Hazel Brandon,
Susan Reynolds, Dee Lipford
and Carol Kelly will be accompanists. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Pastor W. Ryker Wilson will speak
about "Walking With The Wise
from the Follow Mc series- with
scripture from Psalm 1 at the
I I a.m worship service and
about "The Freedom of The
Series: "Abraham
Gospel
Believed God- with scripture

from Romans 4 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Barry Thomas
will give the children's sermon. Robert Houston is song
leader with Sharon Pierceall,
organist and Jennifer Wilson,
pianist. Jennifer Wilson will
present special music at the
morning hour. Sunday school
will be at 10 a.m. Shiloh for
Youth and Bible Study/Prayer
meeting for adults will be at
7 p.m. on Wednesday.
of
Church
University
Christ: Charley Bazzell, miniSter, will speak about "Well
Done, Faithful Servant" with
scripture from Matthew 25:1430 at the 10 a.m. worship service. Richard Youngblood, minister, will speak about "The
Devil is No Joke" with scripture from John 8:44 at the 6
p.m. worship service . Assisting will be John Murdock, Dan
Bazzell and Don Futrell. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and family minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about —The Power of
Memory" with scripture from
Deuteronomy 4:9-14 at the 8:45
a.m. Early Light service and
the 11 a.m. traditional service.
Dr. Pam Wurgler is minister
of music, with Joan Bowker as
organist. The chancel choir will
sing "0 Master, Let Me Walk
Karen
With Thee" with
O'Daniel playing the violin
who will also play -A Biblical Poem" at the second service. Acolytes will be Dylan
Boone and Nicholas Alexan-

Coles Camp Ground UMC
plans annuathomecombag,
Rev. Linda McKnight, pastor, and the congregation of
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church invite the
public to attend the annual
homecoming on Sunday.
Sunday School will he at
10 a in . worship service' at II
m and a potluck dinner at
noon A gospel singing will
Follow in the afternoon.
Donations tor the upkeep of
the cemetery will he accepted
or may he sent to Twila Coleman. .4089 Winn Rd. Murray
KY 42117

St. John Missionary
Baptist Church
holding revival
St John Missionary Baptist
Church, 122 Spruce Si • Murray. is now holding revisal
services through tonight at 7
with Rev. Nom% Mills of Cedar
Grove Baptist Church, Hopklusvillc, as speaker.
Vacation Bible School will
he June I I to 16 at 6 p.m
with the bus running each night
Classes for adults and youth will
also be held. according io Res
Ronald Kendrick, interim pas
liii

tot information or trail,
ponation call 754-2258

Gospel singing
planned at Lynn
Grove Saturday
A i'mniunii gospel singing
will he Saturday at p m at
Lynn Grose I. nitcd Methodist
Church
A potluck meal will he
served following the singing
For more information call
Georgia Keel at 4" 44147

Russell Chapel
Church schedules
homecoming
United
Chapel
Russel
Sleihodist Church will have its
smnill homecoming on Sundas
Niro I4,rtesi (*.user, pastor,
will speak At the 9 10 am.
worship *Cr% e Sunday School
will be at II am and a potluck
meat will he served around
rifton
Brotherly Lose will preset,.
vestal music in the afternoon
To reach the ,hurch. take KN
94 East, turn right on Ir.in Cobb
Road. and go approsimately 5

CHURCHES
705-1111 or 1-270-227-0611

Dexter Baptist VBS
starts on Monday

'Three Bridges' will
sing at Elm Grove
tonight

Vacation Bible School at
Dexter Baptist Church will start
Monday and continue through
Wednesday
Classes for children, ages 2
years to teenagers will be held
from 6 a m to 8:30 p.m.
For more information call
291-5282

Benefit singing will
be held Saturday
WATER VALLEY, Ky
A benefit gospel singing will
he Friday at 6:30 p in at Water
Valley community building
Featured groups will he For
Heaven's Sake, A Better Way.
Backward Boys and The Grants.
A lose offering will be
received with proceeds to benefit Dar.in Stom's missionary
trip to Brazil
For information call 1-270-

9:15 and 10:30 a.m. worship,
services. The observance of,
The Lord's Supper will be at',
the 6 p.m. worship service. :
North Pleasant Grove
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak about
ing About the Mysterious Wa
of God" with scripture fro ,
Genesis 45:1-15 at the 11 a.nt-.7
worship service. David Bogard is director of music and
Margaret Boyd is pianist. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m./
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"Lost in Worldliness" with
scripture from Matthew 19:1630 and Luke 15:11-32 at the
8:30 a.m. and 10:55 a.m. worship services. He will also conduct the Bible Study at the 6
p.m. worship service. Mike
Crook, associate pastor of
music, will direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray
as accompanists, assisted by
the Praise Team. The sanctuary choir will sing "Heavenly
Sunlight" and Pam Barron and
Kim Clinger, flutists, will play
-This Little Light of Mine" at
the second service. The ordinance of baptism will be
observed at the first service.
Joetta Kelly, minister to preschool and children, will give
the children's sermon at both
services. Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, associate pastor of students, Chris Drew and Gary
'W. Jones, deacons, Brenda Rowland and Wesley Calvert. Sunday School will be at 10:45
a.m.

All Sizes

In our

1/2 miles

der. The Rev. Bob Saywell, nnnister of visitation, will be the
worship leader at both services. The previous week's worship service will be televised
on NewWave Channel 19 at
II a.m. and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at 12:30 p.m.
Sunday.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about "The Worth
of One's Life" with scripture
from Luke 7:1-10 at the 10:45
a.m."Older Adult Sunday" worship service being held at
Wrather Hall at Murray State
University. Todd E. Hill is choir
director and pianist. The anthem
will be "You Are Welcome"
and an "Old Fashioned Hymn
Sing" will be held.. Assisting
will be Sallie Guy, liturgist,
and Marcie Johnson and Debbie Burgess, ushers. A reception honoring the older adults
in the Wrather room will follow the worship service.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns will speak at
the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. J.T.
Lee is acting music director with
Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists. The
observance of The Lord's Supper will be at both morning services. Assisting will be Stan
Paschall, deacon of the week,
and Ron James. Sunday school
director. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will continue teaching from Hebrews
as he looks at the subject of
-The Lord's Supper" at the ,

One Low Price!
SIZE PRIciive.

the group,"Three Bridges.w ill he featured in a special
meeting at Elm Grove Baptist
Church tonight. Also sponsoring thr esent will be Poplar
Spring Baptist Church An ice
cream social will start at 6
and the concert will start at
7.
The singing group is a trio
of men who have received 20
music award nominations..
including trio of the year. from
different organizations within
the music industry in the last
Ilse years
The trio consists of Elliott
McCoy, manager and baritone,
Mitch Kenitzer. lead. and Dave
McVay, tenor
The public is urged to attend
this special program.
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KATRINA SURVIVORS
If you are a Katrina survivor
and have not received services
from the West Kentucky
Workforce Investment Board,
you may be eligible for cash
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CALL TODAY FOR
DETAIL!
1-800-928-7233
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HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

Smith's tenure over at CCHS
COACH PUTS FAMILY ABOVE LAKERS AFTER SEVEN SEASONS

MICHAEL DANN File

In seven seasons, Calloway County head baseball coach
Steve Smith has led the Lakers to a 124-73-1 record, which
includes a pair of Fourth District Tournament titles. Smith's
tenure ended with Tuesday's 2-1 loss to Heath in the semifinal round of the Fourth District Tournament at Paducah.

NBA PLAYOFFS
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Career night
for James
lifts Cavaliers

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Citing a desire to spend more
time with his young family,
Calloway County head baseball
coach Steve Smith is stepping
down from his post after seven
seasons at the Laker helm.
."It's a bittersweet day for
me," said Smith, who informed
his team Thursday night that he
would not be returning as their
coach in 2008. "It's not a decision I really wanted to have to
make, but it's the right move for
my family and for me."
Smith, a 1992 Murray State

graduate who began his coach- on a lot of things over the last town. "We love the city of
ing career in the Trigg County several years. ... It will be nice Murray and Calloway County
school system before accepting to be able to come home (right) High School. It's a great place to
the Calloway job, made the after school,- he added.
live and work."
decision to end his baseball
Smith, however, will continSmith ends his tenure at the
coaching career before the 2007 ue his job as an English teacher Laker helm with a 124-73-1
season began.
at Calloway County High record after seven seasons,
"I started thinking about it School and will remain as the including two Fourth District
around Christmas, when we school's golf coach.
Tournament championships.
found out (his wife, Dawn was)
"It was difficult to leave
After inheriting a seniorpregnant again," claimed Smith, Trigg County, but coming to laden ballclub that he guided to
who is expecting a second Calloway County was a good a 19-11 finish in his first year at
daughter this summer.
move for me and my family," CCHS (2001), Smith and the
"I'm disappointed, because I said Smith, who hopes he can Lakers suffered through three
love coaching so much. But use the extra time to spend with rebuilding seasons before rising
coaching has become a year- both he and his wife's extended to become one of the elite proround thing, and I've missed out families, which both live out of
•See SMITH,2B

BASKETBALL

CARDINALS

No
Pujols,
no
problem

LEBRON SLAMS PISTONS
win'CAREER-HIGH 48
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. be tough to get some rest when
(AP) — The Detroit Pistons you got a crazy, 2-year-old runseemed to seize control of Game ning around the house. So hope5 in the Eastern Conference fully, I can take him to one of his
finals, scoring eight- straight grandma's house."
points to take a seven-point lead
James has the playoff-tested
in regulation.
Pistons on the brink of going
Then, LeBron James took home.
over.
He made a go-ahead layup
James scored a career play- with 2.2 seconds left and
off-high 48 points — including Detroit's Chauncey Billups
his team's final 25 points, and missed a shot in the lane on the
29 of its last 30 — to lift the ensuing possession.
Cleveland Cavaliers to # 109Tho.:Pistook _Wive lost three
107 double-overtirhe ilfictoitt stair' in tig 'Ines after winThursday night and within a win' ning the first two at home, and
of the NBA finals for the first appear to have only history to
tine in franchise history.
comfort them.
."I was able to will my team
Detroit won the first two
tavictory," he said. "This is clef- games of the conference semifiiitely a big win, one of the nals last year, then lost three
biggest wins in Cavaliers' fran- straight and needed to win on
chise history. For me and my the road and then at home in
teammates, it's definitely the Game 7.
biggest win.
The Pistons, with four of the
"But we have a goal. we can't same starters, also advanced in
dwell on this when we have the 2004 and 2005 playoffs after
ahother game on Saturday. We trailing 3-2.
have got to do our best to try to
"We've been in these waters
win that ballgame and get where before." Billups said. "We can
we wanted to be all year."
handle ourselves in these situaAP
Game 6 is Saturday night in tions. We've got to get one win, After winning back-to-back national championships at Florida, former Kentucky
assistant
Cleveland and if necessary, period."
coach Billy Donovan is leaving the Gators for the NBA. Donovan has agreed to a five-year,
Game 7 will be Monday night
It's difficult to envision the $27.5 million deal to coach the Orlando Magic.
b#ck at The Palace of Auburn Pistons winning another game if
they can't figure out how to
; If James can come remotely slow down James.
clbse to what he did Thursday
After he combined to score
night. the series might not return 29 points in the first two games
ity Michigan.
— including a playoff-low 10 —
,The San Antonio Spurs, who he averaged 28 1/2 points as the
eliminated ,Utah on Wednesday. Cavs evened the series with a
h ve a week off before hosting pair of wins al home.
Cme I of the NBA finals.
In a performance that might
After James' breathtaking end up being a defining game of
dipplay of talent and determina- his career, James was I8-of-33
tion. the 22-year-old star said he from the field, made two 3felt terrible.
pointers and 10-of-I4 free
S"I'm banged up. I'm winded. throws. He also had nine
I'm fatigued." he said. "I've got rebounds, seven assists and two
aI day tomorrow. It's going to steals.
OkLANDO, Fla. IAP) -.- south of Gainesville, proved too that beyond anyone's ex
.pectaThe Orlando Magic are betting strong to resist. The Magic job tions. We'll miss him as a coach,
that Billy Donovan can build pays More than twice Donovan's but we'll always be friends and
another powerhouse in Florida.
$1.7 million annual deal with remain close to Billy and his
The Magic hired the Gators the Gators.
family."
coach on Thursday and planned
Both Donovan and the school
Donovan replaces Brian Hill,
to introduce him at a press con- had said all along they were who was fired after two consecference Friday. Donovan agreed negotiating a contract extension. utive losing seasons. Hill's
to a five-year, $27.5 million Florida
president
Berniei ouster followed the Magic's first
contract, an official in the NBA Machen said Thursday the deal playoff appearance in four
told The Associated Press on was basically done, just not years, which ended in the first
condition of anonymity because signed. •
round against Detroit.
the deal hadn't been finalized.
"There's always a next,"
If he's going to go, now
-There's going to be a lot of Machen said at the Southeastern could be the best time for
hamburgers, a lot of filet." Conference's annual spring Donovan. Florida lost its top
departing Gators star Joakim meeting in Destin, Fla. "Billy seven scorers after the„!(eason.
Noah joked.
Donovan has been here for 11 including potential to' NBA
.k()
Donovan has faced specula- years, won two national champi- picks Noah, Al ll.çyfdrd and
tion that he would leave the onships. He's been a great Corey Brewer.
Gators since leading the school ambassador for the University
In Orlando, Donovan inherits
to its second straight NCAA of Florida. We'll always love a team without a single firstchampionship in April. He Billy Donovan. whether he's round draft pick — or much vetturned down an offer to coach here 11 years or 21 years."
eran experience. Orlando is
Kentucky. whose storied proFlorida athletic director rebuilding around third-year
gram launched his career as an Jeremy Foley also emphasized player Dwight Howard, who
assistant in 1990, and was more there were no hard feelings.
made his first All-Star team this
recently linked to the Memphis
"We certainly wish this run season, and counting on bigger
Grizzlies' vacant coaching job.
could have gone on forever. It's contributions from Trevor Aria
seemed
He
to
those
squash
been an incredible privilege to and J.J. Redick.
AP
rumors after turning down the be a part of. We're indebted to
The Magic have vowed to reCleveland fon,v,iiii LeBron James clenches his fist after a play
Kentucky position, proclaiming. Billy Donovan," Foley said in a sign free agent Darko Milicic.
against Detroit dunng the third quarter of Game 5 of the NBA "1 love the University
of written statement. "We hired who flourished despite an injury
Eastern Conference finals on Thursday night. James scored a Florida."
him 11 years ago to build in the playoffs, but the 7-footer
career-high 48 points as the Gays took a 3-2 series lead
But Orlando. about 115 miles Florida basketball and he did still has to prove his NBA value.

ter Gators

DONOVAN LEAVES FLORIDA
TO COACH ORLANDO MAGIC

CARDINALS WIN
MINUS SLUGGER
DENVER (AP) — Tony La
Russa bristled at the idea the St.
Louis Cardinals can't win without Albert Pujols in the lineup.
"We've got a lot of good
guys playing," the Cardinals
manager said. "We have a
chance."
No Pujols was no problem
for St. Louis on Thursday night.
Juan Encarnacion hit a two-out,
three-run double in the sixth and
Brad Thompson allowed two
l 'rtuts in 7 1-3 innings to help the
Cardinals to a 7-3 win over the
Colorado Rockies.
La Russa gave his star slugger his first day off of the season
because he was "wearing
down," and St. Louis responded
well offensively with 10 hits.
The Cardinals also were
without
outfielder
Chris
Duncan, who was sent back to
St. Louis on Thursday and
admitted to a hospital for IV
antibiotics for his infected left
knee. Duncan will not join the
team in Houston.
Duncan has missed the last
four games because of the
injury. He also had similar trouble with the knee in spring training.
"Everyone here's a major leaguer," La Russa said of his
depleted lineup.
Gary Bennett had three hits,
including an RBI double in the
eighth and a run-scoring single
in the sixth. Scott Rolen was 2for-3 with an RBI double.
Thompson (4-1) gave up
seven hits, walked two and
struck out two. He has given up
three runs in 12 1-3 innings over
two starts against the Rockies
this season.
Randy Flores got the last two
outs of the eighth, and Russ
Springer
allowed
Chris
lannetta's sacrifice fly in the
ninth before striking out Jeff
Baker to end the game.

AP

Scott Rolen. front, crosses
home plate as Jim Edmonds
celebrates in the background.
The two scored on a threerun
double
by
Juan
Encarnacion in the sixth
inning of the Cardinals' 7-3
victory over the Rockies on
Thursday in Denver.
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COLLEGE SOFTBALL WORLD SERIES

UT's Abbott, Huskies'Laurie throw no-hitters
OKLAHOMA CITY (API — set by Southern Mississippi's
Monica Abbott threw her 23rd Courtney Blades in 2000.
Carrel no-hitter and struck out
Abbott finished the game with
lb to break the single-season 665.
Washington's
record and help Tennessee open
Earlier.
the Women's College World Danielle Lawne threw the first
Senes with a 24) victory over no-hitter in four years in the
Texas A&M on Thursday night. World Series, leading the
• The 6-foot-3 Abbott (47-3) Huskies to a 3-1 victory over
hriike the strikeout Teciird of 663
DePaul. Also, Northwestern
beat Arizona State 2-0, and
Baylor faced Arizona in a late
game.
Pinto League
On Friday in the doubleTuesday. May 29
elimination
tournament,
Dr Bobo 9 Yekety V.5 5
Or Bobo Offensive Players of the
AP
Tennessee will face the BaylorGame r ova', 1.50, Lhnstvin Bobo
Tennessee
pitcher
Monica Abbott delivers against Texas A&M in the second
winner,
and
Arizona
Or Bobo Defensive Players of the
Washington
will
play inning of a Women's College World Series game on Thursday Abbott tossed
Zama Cody Paschal Jonathan
a no-hitter to lead the Lady Vols past the Aggies 2-0
Kuykenclail
Northwestern.
Vaksty Veit Offensive Players of the
Shannon
India
Chiles
and
Game Nolan Todd Will Shelton
when Scarborough led off with a the Canadian national team.
Yakely Yak Defensive Players of the
Doepking had RBI singles for walk.
struck out nine and became the
Gam* Aaron Dawson Jacob Kramer
Tennessee (60-6) in the seventh
Abbott, honored Tuesday first pitcher in world senes hisinning off Amanda Scarborough night as the USA Softball tory to allow a run in a no-hitter.
Wristsida Veterinary Service 12.
Webasto 10
(26-9).
It was the second no-hitter of
National Collegiate Player of
Westside Offensive Player of the
Texas A&M (46-13) loaded the Year, holds NCAA career Lawne's college career, followAttiar iiiitiriu riarnon Tucker
Gam•
the bases with one out in the records for wins (186 against ing a perfect game against Utah
Westside Defensive Player.of the
Game cigar, F astwood, Marshal
first, but Abbott got the next two only 32 losses), strikeouts Valley State on Feb. 26, 2006.
T hornpson
batters on a fielder's choice and (2.38)). shutouts (109) and
The last no-hitter in the
Webasto Offensive Players of the
strikeout to end the inning.
Game k hot, Burke4141 Cihtller00
World Series was by UCLA's
appearances (248)
13 'seed
Texas A&M had only one
Washington 3, DePaul 1
Keira Goerl in the 2003 champiWabash) Defensive Players of the
other baserunner. in the fifih
Lowrie (30- I I ). a member of onship game.
Gains Grant Jackson Drew Jackson
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Former Racer Swinton retires from AFL
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TV Schedule
Today
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
6pm
I1G.
World Series games 5 and
II learns TBA at Oklahoma City
001-1
,
No
TG(.
Nationwide Tour LaSalle Bap.
Open second round at Glenview Hi
2 p.m.
TGC
PGA TOW the Memorial
Tournament second round
at Dublin Oho
man p.m.
IOC — champions Tour foomno
coccniconctop forst round
•at Dello Fla (sane-day tape,
7:30 p.m.
TOC - LPGA Over Tribute second
round at oat Pleasant S C
(same day tape,
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
I pm
TBS — Albans at Gricaq
NSA BASKETBALL
$ p.m.
ESPN — Playoes Waste,
Conterence Inaba gents 6 '
Anlarwo at Utah 10 maceskar,
TENNIS

'p.m.
SPN2
French Open ead'r found
at Pans llama-day tape

By MSU Media Relations
LITTLE. ROCK, Ark. — Former Murray State
All-American wide receiver Reggie Swinton has
retired from arena football, the Arkansas Twisters
announced on Wednesday.
The former Racer standout was assigned to the
Twisters in early May. but he has been unable to

take the field due to a bulging disc jighis back.
Swinton. who played at MSU fi-om 1994 to
1997, parlayed a record-setting arena football season in 2001 into a successful career in the National
Football League. When Swinton initially joined
the Twisters in 2001. he played in 13 games.
catching 85 passes for 1.483 yards and 33 TDs.

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

*5.

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE gliule
978.0355

*1762 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MUKBA 11, K1

1,14 Ilegurray.cam
e-matl: stuort _olezander .kribins.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
East Division
GB
L
W
Boston
36 16
lu
27 27
Baltimore
1
25 28
Toronto
1312
29
22
New York
13 I '2
22 29
Tampa Bay
Central Division
GB
L
W
-33 19
Cleveland
1/2
3
23
30
Detroit
6
27 25
Minnesota
71/2
24 25
Chicago
15
19 35
Kansas City
West Division
L fict GS
W
—
33 22
Los Angeles
4 12
26 20
Seattle
51.2
26 26
Oakland
131.2
19 35
Texas
Thursday's Scores
Cleveland 11 Detroit 5
Toronto 2 Chicago White Sox 0
Seattle 9. Texas 5
Baltimore 6, L A Angels 2
Today's Games
N Y Yankees (Wang 3-4) at Boston
(Wakefield 5-5) 6 05 p m
Detroit IMaroth 3-2) at Cleveland
(Carrnona 6-1). 8 05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 2-31 at
Toronto (Burnett 5-4) 6137 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 0-3) at Tampa
Bay (Kazmir 3-2), 610 p m
Texas (Millwood 2-4) at Seattle
i Washburn 5-4), 905 p.m
Minnesota (Slowey 0-0) at Oakland
i Kennedy 1-4) 9 05 p m
Baltimore ID Cabrera 4-5) at L A
Angels (Lackey 8-3) 905 p m

National League
East Division
W
L.
34 18
Sew York
23
30
At/ant
26 27
Philadelphia
26 28
lorida
22 32
Washington
Central Division
W
L
30 24
Milwaukee
23 30
Pittsburgh
22 29
Chicago
22 29
St Louts
22 31
Houston
21 34
Cincinnati
West Division

Oa
4 1/2
81/2
9
13
GB
6 1/2
6 12
61/2
7 1/2
9 1/2

GB
31 22
Los Angeles
31 22
San Diego
32 23
Arizona
25 27
5 1/2
San Francisco
6 12
25 29
Colorado
Thursday's Scores
San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 2. 11 innings
Washington 11. LA Dodgers 4
N Y Mets 4, San Francisco 2
Milwaukee 4, Florida 3
Houston 10 Cincinnati 2
St Louts 7 Cdpiorado 3
Today's Gaals
Atlanta (Davies 2-3) at Chicago Cubs
IZambrano 5-4). 1 20 pm
L A Dodgers (Viloti 6-3) at Prttsburgh
(Duke 2-5). 6 05 p m
San Diego (Peavy 7-1) at Washington
(Chico 3-4), 6.05 p m
San Francisco (Morns 5-2) at
Philadelphia (Eaton 5-3). 6 05 p m
Arizona (Webb 4-3) at N Y. Mets (Maine
6-2i. 610 p.m.
Florida (Olsen 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Supped 6-5). 7 05 p m
St Louis (Wainvmght 4-4) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-4), 7.05 p m
Cincinnati (Livingston 0-0) at Colorado
(Buchholz 2-2). 805 pm

Smith
of the last diminished by his team's inability to clear that one hurdle.
three years.
"Am I disappointed? Sure.**
CCHS, which fell to Heath 21 in the 2005 region final, Smith said. "But that doesn't
dropped Tuesday's semifinal- taint anything in my mind.
-We've kept a record of it
round game to the Pirates by the
same score, denying the Lakers' every season I've coached here.
once again that elusive region And looking back on it, our lowest cumulative (team) GPA
championship.
Tuesday's defeat was particu- (grade-point average) was 3.12.
larly hard to swallow for Smith, To me,that's just as important as
who was eager to help his squad any win. ... We've got great
kids. That's what we've built
claim the region hardware.
However, Smith — named this program around.
'I owe a lot to our players
First Region Coach of the Year
by his peers earlier this week — and assistant coaches. That
refused to buy into the notion (coach of the year) award is a
that his career at Calloway was credit to them."
tournament in two

From Page 1B
grams in the First Region.
. "I honestly believe that this
program has a winning attitude
now. And that's half the battle.
he noted. "When you get that.
you don't want it taken from
you.”
The Lakers' 81-23-I mark
over tire last three seasons is
rivaled in the First Region only
by Heath. who is 85-26 over that
same span. The Pirates, who
won their fourth regional title in
live seasons on Wednesdaj
night, have been the colon! in
Calloway's demise in the region

SportsBriefs
IN Mayfield's American Legion Post 26 baseball team will hold tryouts at 4 p.m. on June 2 and at 2 p.m. on June 3 at Graves County High
School. The tryouts are for both junior and senior teams. For more information. contact Todd Smith at (270) 247-7436 or (270) 705-8333.
•Tryouts for this summer's Murray American Legion Post 73 Junior
Legion baseball team will be held Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School baseball field.
Any players age 14-17 as of Jan. 1. 2007 are eligible to participate
in the Murray Junior Legion baseball program, regardless of school affiliation. The team is pi.3noing-to play 26-30 games through June and July,
and will be playing at Laker Field.
For more information, contact coach Josh Garland at 227-0444, or
Tab Brockman at 293-3030.

RACER CLASSIC
JUNE 1St"

Miller Memorial Golf Course
Four Person Team Scramble
Hole Contests! Prizes! Entry includes:

Golf

Cart

Racers
Hat

Lunch

For Sponsorship & Team information call 270-809-3517
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ADJUSTMENTS

MS
NO
640
010
ON
070
ISO
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
140
186
180

Loge Nada
Nonce
Personels
Anonati
armairam Warr
Loa hod hand
Her Maar
Pram NNW
Doormat a Cairo*
Ourome Opportonny
areoros
Coomputin
ApplIanc• Pude
Wept To Buy
Articles For Sao
Appliances
Mom Fumeshings
Antiques
L•Inl SCAP de,

110
116
201
210

no
250
270
21110
250
300
320
330
340
350
370
380
390
410
425

Fenn aprimait
*Wei 16111110
.
441
Nada arammort
Pr000d
Arca
Moro Rome LOW F-or Sale
Mobile domes For Sale
Noble Homes Fan Rent
Motets Rome LOIS For Rent
brinomo arr.
Aportoorts For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Howse For Rent
Sewage Rentals
Consomme* Property
Pets & Supple*
Lnee1000 & Supper*
Punt* Sale
Land FOf Rellt or Lease

430
436
440
446
450
456
1410
470
MD
486
490
465
500
510
520
530
560
570

Reel salad
Lard Property
Lots For See
Lots For Red
Farms For Sale
Acreage
lionee For Sae
Motorcycles & ATV
Auto Pads
Sport Mtn V•hocise
04441 Cars
Vans
Used lucre
Campers
Darn & Motors
Services Offered
Free Carmen
Tone= & Supplies
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within o Day Period )
r column inch extra for Monda (Shes • • in: Guide)

$3.35

1

1

".1)'.

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 21) wards $.511 each
Additiortal Consecutive Uays:$.12 per word per day.
• tor Shopper(Mon. Classifieds
. go into Shopping Guide)
33.00 extra for blind bok ads.

the publtsh r.
11 s,k 1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie
Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Mond4y-Friday 7:30 asn.-5 p.m. • Fax:
753-1927

1154

060
Nubs

NOTICE TO ALL MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM CABLE SUBSCRIBERS:
RATE INCREASE EFFECTIVE ON BILLS
ISSUED AFTER JULY 1, 2007
Due to increase in programming, operations and
maintenance costs, Murray Electric System has
deemed it necessary to increase our current rates by
$250 per month.

Basic Cable

NOB

Effective
July 1. 2007

$750

$10 00

$14.95

$37.45

(Channels 2-21)
Expanded Basic Cable
(Channels 2-70 & 76-85)
Basic Digital Cable
$50.45
$52.95
(Channels 2-70. 76-85. 101-306 & 800-8371

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Saturday, June 2, 2007 • 800 a m
l'nite to be sold are 834, 838, 864. B71, and C2
due to non-payment.
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753-1752

010
UMW
Notice
CALLOWAY Gardens
& Essex Downs Apts
accepting bids for
resurfacing parking
lots 1505 Douguid Dr.
753-8556

MP Wanted

AFTER Hours Cal
Center is now hinng for
PART-TIME
Patient
Care
Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
AMBASSADORS
field and administrative
WANTED:
record management
CAI today in bemire
preferred, but
not
hew le pt your Seeks
or waddle phases hoe. required. Strong customer service backlirtuo.t Stedlo
ground preferred. This
753-1001
position requires educational background of
let1*14 51440 high school diploma or
GED equivalent. Part
weddings/seniors time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
Since 1989
scheduled
during
270-753-1001 evenings, nights and
weekends
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Dnve Murray. KY
Of
email
to
elizabeth.cainO rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

767-1199

SPECIALTY
ice
creams at Sandra Ds
94 East 293-3816

LOST 2 nngs at St Leo
Church in north parking
lot Reward 489-2981.
270-994-60133

you
Become a foster par
ent up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-4439004

DELIVERY
person/yard worker
needed for local
Lumber Co Apply in
person Myers Lumber
Co 500 South 4th St
Murray, KY
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Btvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-6111

Needed:
It Ift slit II'
\r
Afternoon Shift
Training on Day Shift
Benefit. include
• 'sir Conditioned Shot'
• Paid Vacations
• ft Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employee Insurance
• 401K Ilan
Send rename or apply a
Mayfield Machine
& Tool. inc.
I'm 04d Pryombot! Rd
PO Box 73/4
Mayfield, KY 42066
270-247-0501

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
P1aza Hotel Apply in
person after 6:00PM.

KENTUCKY
Lake
Surgery Center seeking pall-time RNs &
LPN. with nursing
experience Day OM
hours Send resume to
1002
KLSC.
Cornerstone Dr. Suite
B. Paris, TN 38242 or
inpty in person

Nelp Wailed

Director of Development - College of Business & Public Affairs, MurraY
State University. Full-time, 12 month, non-tenure track position to begin
July 2007. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required. Masters Degree
preferred. Significant fund-raising experience or grant writing experience
required. preferably in an academic environment. Must have demonstrated
success in direct solicitation of gifts from individuals, corporations and
foundations. Experience with cultivating and soliciting major gifts during
a university capital campaign is preferred. Must possess outstanding written and oral communication, presentation and interpersonal skills; ability to
work independently but collaboratively as a member of the university's
development team; and demonstrated success in program management.
Must be willing to travel. Responsibilities: This position is responsible for
coordinating and facilitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in the
College of Business & Public Affairs as outlined by the Associate Vice
President. These responsibilities include identifying prospects, assisting in
the development of strategies, proposal development, solicitation, and cultivation of major gifts from individuals, foundations, and corporations. The
director may be involved with broader institutional fundraising initiatives,
including annual giving, planned giving, and capital campaign efforts.
Application Deadline: July 2,2007. To Apply: Submit a letter of application indicating job title, current resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three professional references to: Chair, Director of
Development - College of Business & Public Affairs Search Committee,
Murray State University, 106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071.
Women & minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is
an Equal Education and Employment Opportunity. M/F/D, AA Employer

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE
;Me Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Director of
Nursing. Responsibilities include but not limited to: planning, organizing, directing and financial management of a comprehensive public
health nursing for a seven county district. This
is a full-time, benefit position.
Education and experience: Current active nursing license from the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Master's Degree in Nursing (MSN).
Nursing Administration or Nursing Education
three (3) years experience in the Local Health
Department (LHD), with two (2) of the three
(3) years in supervisory experience. OR current
active nursing license from the Kentucky Board
of Nursing. Bachelor of Science degree in
Nursing(BSN)and five (5) years of experience
in LHD; with two (2) of the five (5) years in
supervisory experience. OR current active nursing license from the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing
without experience in the LHD: and seven (7)
years nursing practice experience, with three
(3) years of the seven (7)in supervisory experience.
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $23.96. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
fringe benefit package. Applications may be
secured at any area Purchase District Health
Center. Pre-employment screening required.
Transcripts and copies of RN license MUST
accompany applications and must be submitted
by the close of business on June 12, 2007.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PURCHASE DISTRICT
HEALTH DEPARTMENT

060
NM Waled
FUTURE'S Golf Club
in Puryear is seeking
an experienced
groundskeeper.
Knowledge in greens
mowing. cup cutting,
syringing, etc a must.
Leave resume or application at 1120 Puryear
Country Club Rd. No
phone calls.
IMMEDIATE opportunity for expenenced copier service technician
Full time position with
401K and benefits.
Work vehicle provided
Must successfully pass
a background check
and drug screening test
and have good driving
record
Please send
resume to P.O.Box
104044 Murray, KY
42071
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional Journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years profes
siona/ painting expenence. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer

Payroll Manager, Department of
Accounting and Financial Services,
Murray State University. Full time, 12
month, non-tenure position to begin June
2007. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in accounting, two (2) years experience
directly responsible for payroll functions
SOMEONE to clean
and maintaining a computerized payroll
apartments for property
application. Must have knowledge of genmanagement company
erally accepted accounting principles.
Send resume to 108 N
Must be fluent in Microsoft Excel.
12th St., Murray
Excellent oral and written communication. analytical skills and the ability to •TRUCK driver needed
Regional and OTR
complete tasks under demanding- time
Must be at least 24
schedules required. Experience in taxation
years old with at least 2
issues for nonresident aliens preferred.
years
experience.
Responsibilities: Management of the
clean MVR, arid good
work
history. Elite
University's - payroll'Vivifies, including
Trucking
Services
maintenance of compuzed payroll sys270-382-3940 8AMtem, state and federal reporting. position
5PM
budgeting, payroll banking activities,
CDL Drivers for dump
monitoring of state and federal tax issues
trucks. 270-753-1537
for nonresident alien payments, reconcilior 270-759-0501
ation of general ledger and bank accounts,
implementation of proper financial and
accounting controls, development of trainATTENTION Parental
ing programs and communication of
New in home child
departmental policies and procedures. and
care center opening
preparation of routine and ad-hoc finanJune 4th Please caN
cial analysis. Application Deadline Date:
759-1566 for more
June .29, 2007. To Apply: Send letter of information
application, resume, and the names,
CLEANING for Homes
addresses, and phone numbers of four proor Businesses I have
fessional references to: Search Committee
20 years experience
270-759-9553
Chair. ,Accounting & Financial Services.
Murray State University. 200 Sparks Hall.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
Murray. KY 42071-3312. Women and
niinonlies are encouraged to apply.
HOUSEKEEPING
services offered
Murray State University is an Equal
Experienced. reasonEducation and Employment Opportunity.
able & quality service
M/F/D. AA employer
436-6028
419.
,

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile
good driving record and vehicle
insurance Six day per week
delivery. Interested persons
should come by and pick up an
application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
06/29/2007 to 04/29/2008
M. Paschall, Murray, KY
Wages: Minimum of $8.65 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on lob Order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local state employment service
office. lob Order /MY 0243630

Computers
Computer/Network

&wet
Greg Dowdy
419-2666
www.dtrook.com
farrerity
Systems Websites
MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks.
vans tractors. farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes.
trailers almost anything. 270-970-1010

BUYING
Junk cars, tucks arid
tractors 436-5235
BUYING
United
States coln collections. Paying blue
book value. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOLD & silver coins &
jewelry. 753-6793
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK care & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
Ankles
For Sale
$1 silver certificates
and silver dollars. 2936999
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of lets. digital,
oscillator, water fafl,
cover. retail 57.300,
must sell $3.600.
(573)300-1031
6 foot chain link fence
with electric gate &
opener. Approximately
850 ft . $2,500. Call
(270)293-6610
or
(270)556-5432
MUST sell: mobile
home,
side-by-side
refrigerator & freezer,
Zap parts washer,
Maytag Washer &
Dryer 489-2140
978-1926

150
Arlides
For Seile
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St. 7590901

Appliiincss
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713

RiEgulpinint
'06 Montana Tractor
38HP, only 42 hrs.
loader, 4-wheel drive
synchro-mesh trans..
like new. $12,500
(270)293-3026
2 blade plow, $50.
5' disk, $300.
(2) 5' bush hogs, $250
each.
New fiberglass topper
8' $500.
270-293-8258

2BR duplex, nice.
CAVA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, washer, dryer,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets,
$475 month. 753-0919,
293-1669
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375,0
Call Today!
753-8666

[
611Pooms For Rent
OWNER
ROOM for rent in
FINANCE
98 3BR 2BA $5,000 pleasant house. Full
65
in.
JVC
HD
down $645 month. 1 use of kitchen and
widescreen pro). TV. acre. Murray area. 753- bath. Cable TV & 5 preLike new, retail $3,600,
1011
mium channels plus
selling for $1,800 OBO.
1978, 14x72 Holiday, high speed intemet and
Murray area. Email
must be moved. $2,000 all utilities included
jconn away charter.ne
or best-offer. 227-5069 except phone. $2135,
t for questions or pic$200 deposit, lease
1998 Waverlee 16x80,
tures or call
and references. No
vinyl
siding,
shingle
(618)521-0294
pets. 227-0406
roof, 3/3R, 2 bath, like
8X12 wood building. new.(270)489-2525
Finished inside with
FOR sale by owner:
electric. Value $3,000. on 1 -acre, 573
38R foreclosure. Buy
Must sell. Only $1,500. Pottertown rd, near
Call 270-804-3806
Wildcat Beach, sold as for only 520,200. Fo
listings 800-560-1951
is. asking $28,000,
ext. S021
'95 Bayliner Capri, 15- questions contact
1/2' roundabout plus (850)345-0603
36R only $262 per
trailer. Worth $2,200,
month. 5% down 20
GOVERNMENT
asking $1,000 OBO.
years at 8% APR. For
FUNDS FOR 1ST
Needs minor work.
listings 800-560-1951
TIME HOME BUYBeautiful
82"
ext. S891
ERS! Zero down! Your
Thomasville sofa. OffLARGE 1BR duplex.
land or family land
white, textured fabric,
C/H/A,
731-584-9429 Ends Remodeled,
two throw pillows. $400
lots kof storage, nice
June 15
OBO. paid $1,400.
area,
no
pets,
Cherry three-door tres- New Listing-3 Mobiles
$375/mo. 767-0433,
Garage-On
Large
2
tle
desk
from
293-5090
Thurmond's,
$150 lots
All for under $70K.
OBO. Cherry two-door
OLDER faun house.
end table cabinet. $40 Contact Mike Conley,
Newly remodeled. 3
OBO. Several lamps. Olive Branch Auction & bedrooms, 1 bath in
Realty
Hazel, KY. No pets.
753-2961
270.293.3232
Call (270)293-6610 or
(270)556-5432
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yel360
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150
Storer Rentals
each. 270-492-8614
Articles
For Sale

FRESH Fish
Locally grown whole
Napa on ice at the
Saturday
morning
Farmers Market in
Murray
MD Farms LLC
270-436-2215
HARDWOOD floonng.
Narrow strips.
Approximately 266 sq.
Spice color.
(270)293-6610 or
(270)556-5432

Calloway County
'ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, telt,
acc package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500. must
sell
(573)686-2311
WICKER furniture
Loveseat. 2 chairs.
coffee table, end table,
plant stand, lamp, 3
baskets, magazine
rack $250.00 OBO
227-0407

38R $275.00
753-6012

$110 per month Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apitiones Far Rer4
1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
lowntown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
I BR Apt, some utilities
Paid, no pets.
$250/mo. 767-9037
1BR near MSU. other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. no pets
753-2905
28R duplex, all appliances. 1304 Peggy
Ann Drive. 753-0259
213R near MSU. CM/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PENNY Mini Storage
10X15 units 0 $35
VISAAAC
270.293.3232
PREMIER
MIMSTORAGE
•Instde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sea boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CLASSIFIEDS

4/1 • F rides, June I, 2007

('allowa Carden/Essex Downs
Apartments

GIGANTIC 2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

I SOS Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Near Southwest Elem., off
Crossland Rd. Look for balloons!
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM-N00n

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
()IIC
Spatnient.
Aild IwoBelirl/OM

Central Heat and Air
AcLepting AppliLation.
Office Hours 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

rmencsi
li
Cori F
i Prop For Rant
OFFICE or retail space
available Porno loca
non 753-2905.
293-1410
UNIVERSITY Square
1300 sq It to 4500 sq
It CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
REALTORS 753
1492
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Ms*, 4.000 sq.ft or
can be divided private
offices
restroorns
counter space cab,
nets, conference room
270-978-0698
16
11

&epees

39 gallon fish tank
Ai/everything
753-8165
AUSTRALIAN
Shepherd puppies,
male, 1200. 978-1231
boo Obedience
430-2858
PUGS. 2 males. $30C
each, 2 females S3`i,
each. Gall
270-419-2474
TINY Teacup Poodle, 1
year old female only
inquiries
serious
piease 293 9387

rare Saks

YARD SALE

Fox
Meadows 0-14
Saturday
7:30
100

Sporting good,
household

Yard Salo

YARD SALE
1306 Olive
Blvd.
Sat.
7:30AM-?
Bar stools.
shop light,
name brand
clothes, misc.
HUGE YARD SALE
SAT 7APA-2PM
1-1/2 miles oft 94E
(hwy-280) 1429
Pottertown Rd
3rd-house past
East-Elem.
, reeler tools lots 7_,11
iubs fishing equp
Pampered chef
Tupperware toys
home-mi..
household items
clothing-all sizes
753 2643

YARD SALE
121 NORTH
TO 155
Graham Rd.
Fri & Sat
6/1 & 6/2
7-2
No early
birds

YARD SALE
Masons Commons
Complex,
1608 Hwy 121
Bypass
Sat. only
6AM-12PM

fishing stuff
furnituh•
much more

YARD SALE
1005 Falriane
Saturday
7AM-12PM

baby boy & girl
iothes 0-9 mos
bassinet, household items
women s clothing

YOu cant miss this one, Baby swings, dresser,
kitchen table, books, exercise equipment, housewares. Tupperware maternity. tons of toys, tons
of gin clothes NB to Lds 12. tons of baby boy NB12 mth Most clothes $1 Or less' Lots of nice
things A grandparents or babysrtters dream'
Everything priced to sell'

7 PARTY
SALE
1201 Doran
Saturday •6AM
Lawn mowers &
equpinent boys &
gels clothes TOYS,
lociis appliances,
eiectrorocs PS2
Games furniture
baby swings bassinet
& more 1 2 Pnce

FOUR
FAMILY
YARD SALE
12IN past Graves
Co line Turn right
564 left 464. go 3
miles Watch foe
sign on right
Saturday only

YARD SALE
1631
Olive St
Saturday
7:00-noon
Couches
twin bed.
dishwasher
baby clothes

2016 Carol Drive
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM

Horse Farm Near KY Lake

furniture, dishes, garden decor, ladies
nice summer shorts, tees size med.
thru plus, nice leather belts, boys up to
2 toddler, shoes, bi-fold doors, ext.
door, lumber, tools, mouldings, Shop
Vac, much more. Great Bargains'

GARAGE SALE
2123 DARBY
DAN DRIVE
SADDLE CREEK
SUBDIVISION
FRI 6/1
8 00-3 00
SA1 6/2
600-10 Oh

A "Moving Sale": Many hOrrie accessones,
dishes(some old( kitchen utensils, coffee table,
linens (some old), small old rocker, outdoor statuary. bird bath, sewing machine table, 15"
TVNCR combination small chest, baskets,
lamps. German stein collection, stereo, eleCIronic organizer, treadmill, cameras. camera
lenses. world globe & stand, Porta Potb. tools,
leaf blower, garden hoses, & many more items
HUGE MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
1552 Old Newburg Rd. 5 Miles Out
94E, rd on right after Duncan's
Grocery,
1.5 miles on left.
Saturday 7:00-4:00
Rain or shine
Headboard, high chair, baby and kids'
stuff, old glass. tools, fishing supplies,
nail tech supplies, skits, animal cages.
primitives, home decor, books 8.
magazines, clothes, camper, bicycles
exercise equip & toddler bed

YARD SALE
to raise funds for
paving parking lot
Trinity Christian Center
601 N. 18th St.
Sat., June 2 8:00-?
Collectibles, glassWare, furniture.
clothing, accessories, something for
eveyone Soft drinks & hot dogs
Donations accepted
•In case of rain will be held
following Sat
YARD SALE

310 South 15th St.
Fri & Sat
8:00AM-5:00PM
Baby plus size Wf_ff/10 s ..tothes turndure 1
year old refrigerator wrought iron lawn
furniture. antique iron 14 complete bed frame
baskets galore, sets of cordial wine shot
glasses, glassware bedding, cook books
• ookware, lamps, ex-irg set of peach lustre
-ismer*. Irg collection of dancing hamster-,
collectibles and misc
2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
302 S. 13th St.
Friday &

king size bedroom
suite. recliner, end
table, coffee table
& entertainment
center

4-PARTY

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE
417 S. 8TH ST.
7:00-?
50 years worth
of Stuff!
Closing out an
estate, a little bit
of everything

Set.• 8-5

HOUSE FOR SAL

If you tov0 peaceful living just minutes
from Murray, this SW charmer is a must
see. With 3200 sg.ft., this home is
nestled on approx. 1.5 acres with pond
& fenced pasture. 4BR 3BA w/2 Car
garage & 2 Outbuildings. $189,900

name brand
tothes & shoes
dishes dolls toys
2 chairs violets
rabbits DVDs
VHS cassettes

627 Wiswell Rd.
Sat • 8AM-IPM
!ems tor all ages
Clothes housewares tools huntrig & fishing gear
A more

TWO FAMILY

YARD SALE

•All Sire Unitt1

Available
Now Have

C I imate Control

733-3853

Howes For Sib

YARD SALE
807 S.

2006 Melrose Drive
Exceptional
home
Campbell
Estates
Approximately 4,400
sq ft under roof 4BR
3 5BA, 3 car garage
Come see for yourself
759-3941 or 293-4329

River Rd.
By 4th &
Glendale
Fri 6-5
Sat 6-12

MULTIFAMILY
YARD SALE
813 Broad St. Ext.
oft Glendale Rd.
Sat., June 2
7AM-1PM
lots of children's toys
& clothes, kitchen
items, electronics
digital camera. mis<
household items

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
Lakeway BP,
94E, Murray
Saturday
7:00-7
Closing an
estate A little bit
Of everything
50 years worth
of stuff

F OR sale duplex
Murray 899.000
•44/

WI Ilk I

HIM %Fs

An) Location.
'ondition
is 14 VI A maii‘rpriopri,s.ih ers.com

270-761-11R1
[
1111,
111m
- Prepare
LAKE LOT BARGAIN
l*AC-S34.900
S196/111110.'
W/FREE Bold Slips!
Unbelievable
geall
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new premier
development
on
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd
‘.rg Ails Prime
waterfronts avail Calf
now 1-800-704-3154

ms(VP

92 acres west o
Murray near Bel City
Bottoms Good deer
and turkey hurting
Priced for quick sale
293-5215

MULT1-FAMILY
YARD SALE
50 Timber Ridge
Friday &
Saturday
8:00

YARD SALE

iousairsold Moms
men $4 women s
seem desk. chw,R
ininet,riscrovesvo
'
,
section oven.
4.sitteeler. OWN
sada II bush hog ,

plus sue clothing
baskets, dishes
r.ornputer monitor
sewing machine
howling bails tons
of treasures

701 N 18th St
Sat June 2
8AM-12PM

1 to 300 acres
Calloway
C.
financing 489.2' b
leave MOSS•1100.

es vs w.t wails t'1ii II
env
ers.rtim

1

-1111LeFor Sas

PRICE REDUCED'
construction
New
1086 Robertson Rd
4138 2-1/2 bath Over
3.000 square feel
under roof 1-1/4 acres
city utilities Call
270-293-2512

MOTORCYCL
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
IN N. 5TH STREET

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 4 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard
pressure washing No
odd jobs too smallFree
estimates
227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing bush trim
ming. gutter cleaning
spring cleaning
much more

Since 1986
24 noun Soma
Res.. Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - Ng or small

AAA HANDYMAN
AN types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up iunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions,
torches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ALL Pro Lawn Care
Mowing, Landscaping
& Pressure Washing
978-5375 or 227-9424

\!lichen Bros.
Paving
1 1,

VW 1600 wpine & tots
of other VW parts
$75000 753-7581 or
210-4016

'03 silver Toyota Carney
LE
53 000 miles,
garage kept Toyota
serviced great gas
mileage. $1 3,000
-co 464F1
StR 1 incubi bean
.ar. 32.INNI milt •
local Jr. mini
timditinn.•M.5011

1995 Lincoln Mark Vlli
Fully loaded. sunroof.
new fires. 135.000
meas, en good condition 436-6747
1918 Myrrioutti Nark
7S3-6747

• weals & secs tat pi
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

-5.4-43-1-1 • 22--5h44
Lake City Fence
& %riding
'Free Estimates'
*Wood •Viskyl
•('hain link *ea
!•kraidential & eamseercial

1270)205-2428

759-11501
753-1537

'I'RAV IS
ASPHALT
1..,sti. Sealcoating
ii

& Hauling
SIR

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
-Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

2711-753-2279
1
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

l'kl ION
N
U*;

270-436-5507

ROLLING ROCK
AC & TURF

I NI I \•,1‘.111112

227-9043
I I !!!,
Ill

lo

2 -,

41,

12

CATHY'S
Wallpapering. Painting,
Cleaning 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

OWN esusozins
0-6 H. 1211. blade
CMS% fence rows
underbrushing. ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe

'270-2934371'
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DAVIS Handyworks
Small home repairs.
siding, windows, doors
decks, garages. roofing 227-9484

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING
Metal or Shingles
Local - Free Estimates

270.705.5696
SAM Construction
Roofing, fencing. siding, painting, decks
Free estimates. 23
years experience.
1270)839-0207.
1270)887-9729

bavid's
Home
Improvement
W.
Remocleing & Plumting
David Gam's, Owner
Win Do Insurance Work
Wsa &MasterCard Accr-

Detailed
Housecleani
Call Today
(270)227-30

731-247-5422

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

DSW
\INTIM'

STRUCTURAL remodeling, floor joisting
flooring & foundation
repair
Call Kenny (270i2477061.
cell 804-8979 or leave
message
Tractor Work
& Hauling
•oriseway.
-Kush hogging
4:rasel -Dirt •Muich
-Ed.
(270)436-2594
.

2'1,-117-,i15 • 435-4202

FREE
.i14,111•

Scrag 4pploasices • 04I55ing
usai Sterm *mows aOrion
Strap Metal Wein &filler
arm 1 ii,at!Car &Abe

70-227-2884
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

FREE puppies Mixed
breed 6 weeks old
759-1209 leave message

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.

7

Murray Lodger & Times

MILLS 8. SON
Auto Parts

FUTRELL'S Tree
Servs:6
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839.

&11 11.115 cMg-CMTh

753-3500

270-76- 4144
sh.11.111
270.=
100 sq ft home
300 sq ft
upstairs.
13650 U S Hwy 641N.
Purrear, nv Must be
mowed $10.000 ORO
12701293-1437 Den

2005 Layton Lite travel
trailer. 26'. excellen
condition. Extended
warranty.
$12,000.
(270)227-9787
2000 Monaco Diplomat
MH. 38'. Cummins ISC
3151-IP.
Allison
6
speed. 7.5 gen. 2
slides. 2 AC. Loaded.
59.000 miles. $67,000.
753-4191

520
3BR 2BA home located at 504 Blair St..
Boats Motors
Murray 1.800 sq.8. hying area with carport
BOAT
Large screened porch
INSURANCE
and large outbuilding
Quiet neighborhood
MCKINNEY INS.
Excellent condition
Relocating out of state, 100 N. STH STREET
Asking $147,900 Cali 1,
753-3500
for details Shown by
appointment only
24 ft pontoon, 401'iP
759-3060. 293-2828
engine. Trailer, new
A cozy ITIR."'/BA. near floor & carpet, 2007.KY
campus in city school
ag & boat slop, 83,000
limits Newly remod(270)489-2145
eled Quiet neighborhood Great for children Great location
1607 Locust Si
$148,000 293-6887
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
FORECLOSURE! 3EIR
Mowing, Manicurin,
only $20200, For list& Landscaping
ings 800-580-1951 ext.
Satisfaction guaranteed
S020 •
CaN 7.53-11116
HOUSE at 55 Starks
1
Of
Lane. Airno. KY is for
sale plus 21 acres of
1
Lawn
Mowing
land. $75,000
Lowest prices
753-5956
mulch, other
services also
If II
753-6294
I I l', I I:1 I II I
227-8658 Cell

r

6300 Dunbar Rd
(Hwy 444) 6.3
miles from
New Concord
Post Office
Fn 6/1 & Sat. 6/2
8AM-7
canning iars giass
ware coeectibies
toys refeshrnents

fr
Chev
93
Shortbed, bik, excel,.
condition, $3,500
Jayco 27' rnotorhorne,
low miles, fully self contained. $5,500. Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001
'93 Ranger XLT. 3.0
V6. Auto. 100K, new
tires. Excellent condition. $3.500. 978-2855
1979 F600 16 dump
bed. 53.000 original
miles, runs good
$3.900 731-247-3070

Call for appt.
293-1449 or 753-7335_

*seep

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

(270)753-1900

SATURDAY

423 S 8th St
Sat.• 7AM-,

%.1Vel,as
11' NIT% glirt3,4gol
Its n I her. %Mk
MAIN

517 S. 7th St.
Saturday

King size bed
computer.
clothes and
much more'

1 21S 4 miles
watch for signs
K.1'1 %CI'
\I 11410 I

MOVING
SALE

7-1

YARD SALE

I I I

1900 N. 12th St., Suite 1
Murray, KY 42071

1710 Magnolia Drive
Saturday • 7AM-2PM

YARD SALE

name brand 'mss
Is. men, ladies
plus & baby
clothes & shoes.
household !ferns &
much more

.res. 3bra2ba. 2 car garage, eloctnc
tdisc. 6 stall barn, workshop. outbuilding 2 miles from Ken Lake State Part
S169,000'

YARD SALE

Saturday
YARD SALE
1814
Sherrie Lane
Saturday
June 2
7 00-Noon
oftee tdble enter.
,ainmerd stand T V
Pioneer stereo sys
MAIN -Ulf Seal
orreS0 M.116s. lades
and iunior clothes
N.:b.k arc!

NEW CUSTOM BUILT its ,boon 375
30 WEST GROVE RD
wooded acres in Lake Area Custom cabinets is lutchen. granite summer tops, crown Well maintained Ibr lba on 7 acres.
inotding MASILT bath has large sauna. We with I2x16 storage burlduag in small
shower and separate JaC1111.1 tub restricted subdivisson 5 miles west of
Hill top setting next to Miller Golf Course Murray S110.0110
I miles from KY Lxlie $119,900

GARAGE SALE

If rain, next Fri & Sat

table & chairs. baby
bed & changing
table, baby items
boy clothes 0-12
..;
MOS . gets clothir,
6-12. infant car','i
with base(We neo.
much M4-gF

Murray Ledger & 'limes

489-2689. 293-6073

270-753-1916

Pressure Washing

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Compete tree
removal. W Insured
438-5141 A-AFFORDMILE Hsiang Clean
out garages, gutters.
& tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. lune-up specials. 436-2987
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044

293-45/54
IllrFOROAMLIF
CISRPENrer

Frame's
Serb ices, Inc.

Tree Maintenance Debris Remosal
. Trees shaped. trimmed or rem% cd
Stump removal • All modem equiptnent
24 hour ernergency Set-% ice
Ron Frame, Jr.
Res : 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
"Ni'job is complete until customer is satisfied.'

Calhoun Construction, LLC
General Contract,ng
Commercial /Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007 j

COMICS / FEATURES

lur ray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Twila Adams, teacher at Calloway County High School, is the
recipieht of the 1997 Kentucky Outstanding Teacher Award, given by
the Murray State University College of Education.
Stephen Parker and Michael
Siebold are winners of the Kentucky Baptist State Bible Drill.
Prior to this competition, they
were winners of the Blood River
Baptist Bible Drill. They are members of First Baptist Church.
Murray High School Tigers lost
6-0 to Reidland Greyhounds in
the First Regional Baseball Tournament at Paducah. John David
Poynor was pitcher for the Tigers.
Births reported include a girl
to Mickey and Nancy Overbey,
May 19.

20 years ago
Published are pictures of activities at the opening day of the
National Boy Scout Museum, North
16th Street, Murray. Shown in the
pictures were David Webb, David
Conseil. curator, and Linda Morgan. curator of interpretation. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
Suzanne Pitman. daughter of
W.J. and Martha Pitman, was
named as the 1987 Purchase District Fair Queen at Mayfield.
Members of the Blood River
Bass Masters Fishing Club fried
150 pounds of fresh catfish as
they entertained with a dinner for
senior citizens at the Ellis Community Center.
30 years ago
Published is a resolution by
the Murray Lions Club placing
the name and credentials of Lion
Bryan Tolley in nornimition to the
Kentucky Lions Club Hall of Fame.
Tolley, a local grocery owner, is
a charter member of the Murray
club, organized Sept. 13, 1939.
Published is a picture of Murray High School Seniors at the graduation ceremonies held at Ty Hol-

land Field. SpeakNis Included
Donna McMillen, valedictorian,
Steven Hancock, salutatonan, Dr.
Ray Reeves, principal, John Hum.
assistant principal; and Don Henry,
chairman of the Murray Independent Board of Education.
Inez Goodman, artist from Murray, will have a showing of her
prints at the Eighth Annual Arts
& Crafts Festival al Land Between
the Lakes June 25-26.
40 years ago
Marsha Hendon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon of Murray, has been selected as Dairy
Princess of Calloway County. A
graduate of Calloway County High
School, she is a sophomore at
Murray State University.
Army Pvt. Harold T. Hurt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt of
Murray, completed an eight-week
administration course at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., May 25.
Forty vehicle accidents have
occurred in the city limits of Murray during the month of May,
according to reports filed by investigating officers. No fatalities were
recorded, but several persons were
injured.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of Martha
Sue Frttzell, ACP clerk, John H.
Perkins, contact clerk, and Kathleen Outland, administration clerk,
being presented service awards for
their years of service by Eulis
Goodwin, chairman of the ASC
Committee for Calloway County.
Three new members of the
Murray Rotary Club are James
Garrison, Howard Koenen and Ray
Kern who were installed at a meeting of the club at the Murray
Woman's Club house.
Jean Butterworth, daughter of
Or. and Mrs. A.D. Butterworth
of Murray, received her master of
arts degree at George Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn.. on May
31.

Todaylnilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. June I, the
152nd day of 2007. There are
213 days left in the year.<*1>
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 1, 1813, the mortally wounded commander of the
U.S. frigate Chesapeake. Captain
James Lawrence. said. "Don't give
up the ship" during a losing battle with a Bntish frigate.
On this date:
In 1533, Anne Boleyn. the second wife of King Henry VIII.

E3

13 V ER

was crowned as Queen Consort
of England.
In 1792. Kentucky became the
15th state.
In 1796. Tennessee became the
16th state.
In 1801, Mormon leader
Brigham Young was born in Whitingharn, Vt.
In 1868, James Buchanan, the
15th president of the United States,
died near Lancaster, Pa.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Monroe was born in Los Angeles.

Virginia Tech tragedy shines
new light on student's remark
DEAR ABBY: In light of
the events at Virginia Tech, I
need some advice on a situation I encountered at work. I
travel to many retail locations
each week, and sometimes I
am "stationed" at one of them
for several weeks, or even
months.
Two
months ago.
I was chatting with a
young

man

someday and snaps. I will feel
terrible that I didn't say something, but I am a "visitor" in
these stores, and I don't want
to be labeled as a troublemaker by them or my employer.
What should I do? -- VERY
TROUBLED IN ARIZONA
DEAR TROUBLED: Its
too bad you didn't 'remind"
Ryan that committing murder
would also send him to hell.
Because the young man
scares you, my recommendation is to go with your gut.
However, rather than reporting the conversation to store
management, you should bring
it to the attention of the police
in your community. They can
-- and should -- check to see
whether he has access to, or
has purchased, any weapons.
•••

call
"Ryan,' and
during the
conversation
DearAbby hg told me
that when he
was in high
By Abigail
school, he
Van Buren
had drawn
up plans for a Columbine-type
assault. The comment came
out of the blue, and he laughed
DEAR ABBY: My husband
it off, saying it would make and I are planning to attend
a good movie script.
my niece's wedding next month
Ryan is now at a local com- and, as usual, the prospect of
munity college. and I would being with my family has
not want to be a student at thrown me into a tizzy. We
his school. He makes me very are simple people -- we are
uneasy, and I don't like hav- both teachers, and we have
ing to interact with him. After raised three great children but
the Virginia Tech tragedy, I no superstars.
asked him his thoughts. His
My sister and brothers are
reply was, "I wouldn't have all wealthy. Their children are
killed myself." The implica- excellent scholars and/or athtion was that the murder of letes, including two who play
30-plus people was fine with professionally.
him, but suicide would send
I feel fine about our accomhim to hell.
plishments and am proud of
This kid really scares me, our children and what they
and my gut instinct is to tell have done -- that is, until I
the store management about am around my brothers and
his comments. If he gets angry sister. Then I beat myself up
thinking I wasn't as good a
mother as I should have been.
I am tempted to skip this
In 1943. a civilian flight from
wedding because this happens
Lisbon to London was shot down
every single time, and I don't
by the Germans during World War
enjoy
my visits with them. What
11, killing all aboard, including actor
do I do? -- TEMPTED TO
Leslie Howard.
REFUSE IN THE U.S.A.
In 1977, the Soviet Union formally charged Jewish human rights
activist Anatoly Shcharansky with
treason. I Shcharansky was imprisoned, then released in 1986; he's
now known as Natan Sharansky.)
In 1980, ClkIi made its broadcast debut.
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DEAR TEMPTED TO
REFUSE: I see no reason why
you should feel "second best"
and compare yourself and your
family to 'your siblings. You
and your husband chose to go
into one of the "helping" professions rather than one that
would bring in more money.
Many people would consider
that a far greater contribution
to our society than accumulating a pile of assets.
As to comparing the accomplishments of these "superstar"
athletes and scholarly nieces
and nephews -- I can't imagine a greater waste of time.
If your children are educated,
employed and happy with their
lives, then dear lady. you have
accomplished what is most
important.
Skip the wedding if that's
what you prefer. but please do
not do so becatge you're
ashamed of your life. From
my perspective, youjind your
family are very successful people in your own right.

Any time is good
for vitamins
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there
a way to avoid that queasy
feeling in the stomach after
taking vitamins? I take my
vitamins in the morning with
a light breakfast. I can't handle dairy well, so it's usually
a granola or
breakfast
bar.
Can
vitamins be
taken later
in the day,
say, at supper, when
food intake
is a little
more subDr. Gott
stantial?
DEAR
By
Dr Peter Gott READER:
Vitamins
can be taken at any time of
day, with or without food. Perhaps a change in your dosing
schedule will help you to avoid
stomach upset.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
-Vitamins and Minerals." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
been thinking about ordering
your no-flour, no-sugar diet
book, but I'm allergic to wheat,
chocolate, dairy, peanuts, soy
and eggs, so I wondered
whether your recipes meet my
needs. I should also tell you
the only spices I seem to be
able to use are salt and pepper.
DEAR READER: Your
multiple allergies should not
interfere significantly with the
no-flour, no-sugar diet. Because

of your allergies, you are
already following a variation
on it. To help you cat more
healthful foods, I am sending
you a copy of my new book
"Dr. Gott's No Flour, No Sugar
Diet." Readers who would like
to purchase the book can do
so from most bookstores or
online at www.ismazon.com or
www.bamesandnoble.com.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 36-year-old male who maintains a healthy lifestyle by eating low-fat, high-protein foods
and exercising regularly, which
includes running on a treadmill and lifting weights. After
two years with a particular
life-insurance company. I decided to apply to a different company because of lower rates.
After completing the physical,
it was discovered that my cholesterol was extremely low (96
with an LDL of 43 and a
}{DL of 31). A subsequent blood
test indicated a level of 101
with an LDL of 60 and, a
HDL of 38. Everything else
was normal. For what it is
worth, I eat 1 cup of oatmeal
and 2 cups of Cheenos daily.
My
doctor
recommended
increasing my vitamin C, D
and E intake and also scheduled a cardio CT angiogram
in addition to further blood
tests. I was wondering what
your opinion is on this matter.
DEAR READER:I am confused by your doctor's recommendation in the face of a
low cholesterol level that I am
certain reflects your healthful
lifestyle. If you have no signs
or symptoms of heart disease,
I see no reason for you to
have more testing - other
than a cholesterol check every
four or five years.

ContractBridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South. both sides vulnerable. The bidding has gone:
North
East
South
West
Pass
I•
Pass
"4
Pass
V1hat would ”:111 now bid with
each of the following four hands?
I.•A186 Q5•A.19•Q643
2.•Q8643•95 4134 KJ72
3.•AK.1543•Q963•94 7
4.4 KQ.19842•A•17 4865

previous bidding indicates game is
very unlikely, Partner's two-club
rebid may be based on minimum values or a moderately good hand, but
even in the latter case, your hand is
nothing to get excited about. Partner's failure to jump to two notrump
wipes out any chance of a notrump
game, while a game in clubs is too
remote to be seriously considered. A
raise to three clubs might easily
result in getting the partnership too
high.
I. Three notrump. With a sound
3. Four hearts. You should he peropening bid facing an opening bid, a fectly willing to play in a game at
game contract,. must be reached. hearts, and you can get that message
Given your balanced distribution and
across to partner by jumping to game
all-around strength, notrump appears in that suit. It is not necessary to
the most feasible game. If partner's. rebid your excellent spade suit, since
distribution is such that he prefers a a heart contract is surely playable
suit contract, your hand is suffiwhether partner has spade support or
ciently flexible to support such an not. Rebidding spades can only coneflOn.
fuse the issue. You can also Jump to
The important thing is to avoid three hearts, provided your partnerbidding only two notrump or raising ship plays that bid as forcing.
to three clubs, either of which would
4. Four spades. Lacking a satispermit partner to pass with a mini- factory fit for either of partner's
mum opening bid. Invitational bids suits, and holding a powerful suit
of this sort are reserved strictly for that requires no support from partner.
hands where there is doubt whether a
you can deliver both messages in one
game should be reached. In this case fell swoop by leaping to four spades.
no such doubt should exist.
The four-spade bid is mildly invita2. Pass. At the other end of the tional to slam, a contract you should
spectrum are those hands where the not fear )(partner decides to carry on.
Tomorrow: The visualization factor.

•
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1 Well-chosen
4 'Cheers' bar
owner
7 Sky bear
11 Hunk of cheese
13 - been had
14 Claw or talon
15 Influence
16 After taxes
17 Put on the payroll
18 Splinter
20 IS an omen of
21 Gullet '
22 Where tigers
pace
23 Took a nap
26 Flimsiest
30 Egg producer
31 Physics topic
32 Scare word
33 Supermarket
fish
36 Wedding keepsake
38 Cuttlefish
defense

39 Boring
40 Lower Jaws
43 Property
regulation
46 Russian range
47 Dolores - Rio
48 Eggnog time
50 Forst-century
i emperor
51 Pique
52 Absent
53 Sports network
54 Head gesture
55 Small cask
DOWN
I Poisonous
reptile
2 Arithmetic sign
3 Willowy
4 Tendon
5 State positively
6 Assembled
7 Detach
8 Invade
Racetorse parent
10 Lagers
12 Drigible

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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A CUD
TEEN
B4El COWLS RDA
N U III T Y S Tung
EDIT TOM
IBIIS
LOSE E Tilt FUME
PETE3 RUG FLY
6-1 C 2007 United Fea ure Syndicate Inc
19 Large tank
20 Anaconda
22 Meditation
practice
23 Librarian s
warning

get him a
I subscription to the
10441

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
3 trio
-128.00
6 mo.
-452.50
1 yr..----$99.8e
Local Mail
3 mo...--S33.00
6 me.
I yr.-$104.00

24 Pasture
25 Finale
26 Food steamer
27 Subside
Rest of KY/TN
28 Worthless coin
(Gm. Atrial Pones. Worm
29 Selleck or
3 me
Landry
6 mo.--MAO
31 Gross'
1 yr..--...$120.110
34 Arness role
35 Come- (lures)
Other Hail
36 Prince Val s
Subscriptioas
son
37 Recumbent
3 me.
39 Allotted
6ea-496.00
40 Brides month
1 yr.--Sta.**
41 Natural
resources
Check
Money Order
42 Deform
43 Low score
%lea
44 Secluded spot
45 Chromosome
I Name
unrt
I St. Address
47 Loud clamor
I City
49 Relay-race
part
State
Zip
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to
Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray. KY 4.1071
Or call rtlat 753-1011
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Home-schooled math whiz wins Bee
WASHINGTON (AP)
Having spelled "serrefine" to
win the Scripps National
Spelling Bee, Evan O'Dorney is
ready to tackle an even more
unusual challenge for a 13-yearold boy.
in the fall," said his mother,
Jennifer, "he'll be taking calculus."
Evan. a home-schooled
eighth-grader from Danville.
Calif., breezed through the competition Thursday night to
become the nation's top speller.
He said he knew the winning
word — a noun describing small
forceps — the moment the pronouncer said it. but he was more
enthusiastic when he spoke
about an upcoming math camp
this summer and the calculus
class he'll he taking at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
"My favorite things to do
were math and music, and with
the math I really like the way the
numbers fit together." he said.
"And with the music I like to let
"tit ideas by composing notes —
and the spelling is just a bunch
‘,1 memorization."
Evan won a tense duel with
Nate Gartke of Spruce Grove.
Alberta, who was attempting to
heconie the first C'anadian to
skin the 80th annual bee. Evan
and Nate went head-to-head for
three rounds, tnatching each
other's correct spellings until
Nate flubbed the medical word
"coryza- by adding the letter

Murray Ledger & Times
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

for
Saturday, June 1, 2007:
Verify that your communications are received this year, as
often misunderstandings happen
out of the blue. Financial
mishaps could also be the end
result. The clearer you are, the
better your year will be. Often,
you might feel as if you don't
have enough say. Others dominate this year. If you are single,
curb a tendency to sit on your
feelings, even if it might be
uncomfortable to talk about
them. If you are attached, often
you might not see eye to eye
with your significant other.
Agree to disagree. Be willing to
take certain elements out of the
realm of joint status! CAPRICORN understands your depth.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

AP
Michael O'Domey, left, and Jennifer O'Dorney, embrace their son Evan M. O'Dorney, 13, of
San Ramon, Ca., after he won the 2007 Scripps National Spelling Bee with the word "serrefine" in Washington on Thursday.
because chicken WAS served Evan calmly cleaned his glasses eighth grade, had the audience
instead at the Spelling Bee din- while Nate spelled a word.
gasping in disbelief when he
ner
The day began with 59 misspelled "clevis."
Asked if he liked the bee spellers remaining from the
After placing third, 27th, secmore now that he's won it, Evan record 286 who started the com- ond and 14th in his previous
said: "Are you saying I'm sup- petition Wednesday. The field bees. Samir ended his bee career
posed to like it more? Yeah. 1 do was narrowed to 15 finalists, but with A tie for 34th. He wiped
eight were gone after the initial away tears as he talked about his
Until then, Nate had been a ittle bit."
'van's father, Michael, is a round and two more faltered in gaffe.
quite the showman, waving
"The first thing I thought was
celebrity like to the audience subway train operator in the San the next round, leaving a fiveafter each word and basking in Francisco area. His mother, some of Evan. Nate, 14-year-old c-I-e-v-i-s, and if I had been
the cheers from a row that Jennifer. is in charge of Evan's Joseph Henares, of Avon. Conn., slow and cautious like I always
waved red-and-white maple leaf schooling. Jennifer said Evan's I 3-year-old Prateek Kohli of am. I would have got it nght,"
spelling prowess has given him Westbury. N.Y., and 14-year-old he said. -But I just outsmarted
flags.
Isabel Jacobson of Madison. myself. It was an easy word. I
"I didn't know I could make some balance in a life that's
been dominated by the love of Wis.
just made a stupid mistake."
14 this far." said Nate, who
Joseph faltered on "aniseikoSamir's . mother, lyoti,
planned to cap his week in numbers.
"I believe it's made him more ma" (a visual defect), while appealed his dismissal, based on
Washington with a tour of
Prateek missed "oberek" (a subtle differences in the way the
well-rounded." she said.
\fount Vernon on Friday.
Polish folk dance) and Isabel word's final syllable could be
was
Evan
virtually
unflapEvan, who tied for 14th last
was out on "cyanophycean" (a pronounced. The appeal was
sear. W011 $15.1100 cash, plus a pable on stage. The kid who jug- kind of algae).
denied
S5,(100 scholarship. a $2.500 gles balls around the room at
The big surprise was that
"In the end, I think I said it
savings bond and a set of refer- home while his mother calls out
words appeared to he in trouble perennial favorite Samir Patel right." pronouncer Jacques
frICV works. His victory came
even though he wasn't able to only once during the finals. wasn't around for the finals. The Badly said. "I really wanted him
.11,k to one of his superstitions: when he had to restart "schuh- 13-year-old Texan. in his fifth to get it right, and I'm really
Ile didn't have his usual pre- plattler- a German-based word and final bee because he can't sorry that he or his family have
, umpetitioll meal of fish describing a dance. At one point. participate once he's past the some questions about it."

what the doctor ordered.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt 22)
*** Getting going could take
persistence. Yet once you are on
a roll, you renew and add in your
special brand of fun. Let the wild
child in you out, even if you
might be a tad uncomfortable
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** You might want to use
greater care rethinking a question that could impact your kfe
Don't take someone dose to you
for Wanted. Show greater appreciation, even if you are suddenly
in an argument. Respect and
honor this person.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** After you evaluate certain financial concerns, you
might want to relax. Join a fnend
for a late brunch or get-together
Share news, fun and a Joke or
two. Conversations flow in many
different directions.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
*** Use the morning for yourself and your desires. By the
afternoon, your plans might
demand more attention Treat a
child, fnend or loved one to a
special time, especially if he or
she has trouble relaxing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the morning for
what you want, which could
range from some extra sleep to
catching up with a special person. By the afternoon, you are
suddenly placed in a position of
having many people and choices.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Use the morning for what
feels very important to you
and/or a friend. By the afternoon, opt for private or quiet
time. The last place you want to
be is with a lot of people.
Choose accordingly.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take a stand and honor
who and what you want. Touch
base with someone you often
give a lot of respect. Later in the
day, accept an invitation that
involves fnends and people in
general Socialize.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You finally twist and turn
an idea to the point that you find
a new resolution and better idea.
lake a solid stand and lead others in a new direction Know
what to do and when to do it
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Work with a partner,
whether it is making plans or
resolving a problem Together
you create unusual and dynamic
plans. Do whatever you need to
do to inspire relaxation and good
times You feel better than you
have in a while
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Clearly, others still
dominate and make strong
choices. You can either cause
yourself a problem or really get
into the moment -- the latter
being far more worthwhile. Think
less and enjoy more.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** Clean up a protect.
Confusion can ensue no matter
what your choices are. Confirm
where you are going with the
person you are meeting Don't BORN TODAY
forget about the correct time Comedian Dana Garvey (1955).
either!
actress Sally Kellerman (1937),
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
gossip columnist Hedda Hopper
***** Your wilder side pops (1885)
in the morning. yet a more conservative side emerges by the Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
afternoon. Avoid being a stick-in- Internet at http://www.lacquethe-mud right now. A risk or linebigar.com.
change of plans might be Just
•••

Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Toyota Tacoma SRS 2005 Mitsubishi Endeavor ES
23,000 Miles, V-6
Stk. #P6439

2001 Cadillac Devine

38,000 Miles.
Stk #P6453

$20,586*
2006 Chtysler Sebring Limited

98,989'
2002 Chevrolet
Silverado

9,000 Miles, Leather,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P6448

78,000 Miles, Leather.
Stk. #P6407A

2006 Jeep Liberty 4x4
19,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk. #P6449

57,000 Miles, Chrome Wheels,
Toolbox, Rails. Stk. #GT7640B

$117,983'
2006 Mazda Tribute
22,000 Miles, All Wheel
Drive.
Stk. #P6452

98,986*
2005 Chevrolet Equinox LS
39,000 Miles, All Wheel
Drive.
•
Stk. OCT7200A

2003 Ford Crown Victoria LX

2006 Chevrolet Silverado Z•71

75,000 Miles, Leather.
Stk. #TC7682A

12,000 Miles, Crew
Cab.
Stk. #6377A

^

15,587
2006 Dodge Magnum R/T

2006 Dodge Durango
12,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk. #P6437

54,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk. #P6397A
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